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Mammalian RSP3 was found to interact with ERK2 through a yeast two-hybrid
screen designed to identify interactors that have a higher affinity for the
phosphorylated, active form of ERK2. Confirming this finding, the human
homolog long form, RSP3H, co-immunoprecipitates with ERK1/2 in HEK293
cells. Human RSP3, and its larger alternative start site gene product, radial spoke
protein 3 homolog (RSP3H), are phosphorylated by ERK1/2 on threonine 286 in
vitro and in cells. RSP3/RSP3H are also phosphorylated in vitro by cAMPdependent protein kinase (PKA). Additionally, we showed that human RSP3H
functions as an A-kinase anchoring protein (AKAP), and its ability to bind to the
regulatory subunits of PKA, RIIα and RIIβ, is regulated by ERK1/2 activity and
phosphorylation. Interestingly, expression analysis of mRNA suggests
RSP3/RSP3H are also present in cells that are thought to contain a single primary
cilium but not motile cilia. Immunofluorescence staining of primary ciliacontaining cells indicates that RSP3/RSP3H localize to nuclear punctae,
specifically promyelocytic leukemia (PML) bodies, suggesting a non-cilia related
role for RSP3/RSP3H in these cells. Functionally, RSP3/RSP3H may localize
ERK1/2 to a distinct site of action within the cell and serve as a point of
convergence of cAMP-dependent and PKA-mediated influence upon ERK1/2
downstream signaling or vice versa. These data are the first to establish a
connection between ERK1/2 and what was once ostensibly thought to only be a
ciliary component as well as to identify a novel ERK1/2-interacting AKAP.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
I. MAP kinases
The study of protein phosphorylation can be traced to Levene and Alsberg, who in
1906 described the presence of phosphorous in the protein vitellin, a component
of egg yolk (Levene and Alsberg, 1906). Lipmann and Levene later identified the
presence of phospho-serine in vitellin, providing the first known example of
phosphate-incorporation into a particular amino acid (Lipmann and Levene,
1932). Within 25 years, Burnett and Kennedy described the enzymatic transfer of
phosphate from adenosine triphosphate (ATP) to casein, marking a watershed in
protein phosphorylation as a critical mechanism by which protein function can be
modified within the cell (Burnett and Kennedy, 1954). With the seminal
discovery of the first known protein kinase, phosphorylase kinase, an enzyme that
catalyzes phosphate transfer and the interconversion of inactive phosphorylase b
into its active a form, Krebs and Fischer established the foundation for the study
of reversible phosphorylation as a means to regulate intracellular protein function
as well as the enzymes that mediate this reaction (Krebs and Fischer, 1956).
Protein kinases are now known to participate in a significant number of signaling
events within the cell, culminating in many different cellular outcomes.
The prototypic mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase signaling cascade
comprises three protein kinases: MAP kinase kinase kinase (MAP3K), MAP
kinase kinase (MAP2K), and MAP kinase (MAPK). A classical example of this
three kinase cascade is the Raf (MAP3K), MAP/ERK kinase (MEK, MAP2K))
and extracellular regulated kinase (ERK, MAPK) pathway. When activated, the
small GTPase Ras, loaded with guanosine triphosphate (GTP), recruits Raf to the
membrane, where it is subsequently activated. The serine/threonine kinase Raf,
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composed of three family members - A-Raf, B-Raf and C-Raf (also known as
Raf-1) - then dually phosphorylates and activates the dual specificity kinases,
MEK1/2, which in turn phosphorylate ERK1/2 on threonine and tyrosine residues
within their activation loops. The serine/threonine kinases ERK1/2 phosphorylate
numerous substrates that participate in a diverse complement of fundamental
cellular process including: cell proliferation, survival, differentiation, apoptosis,
motility and cytoskeletal dynamics, transcriptional control, and metabolism. In
coordinating these processes, the MAP kinase cascades transmit, propagate and
amplify signals in responses to diverse extra- and intra-cellular stimuli that are
constantly sampled by a cell in a physiological context.
ERK1/2 are members of a larger family of MAP kinases that include the c-Jun Nterminal kinases (JNKs) and stress-activated protein kinases (SAPKs) 1-3, the p38
MAP kinases α, β, γ, δ as well as ERK3, ERK5 and ERK7. (Aouadi et al., 2006).
ERK1 and ERK2 are conserved in all eukaryotes and are among the most
ubiquitous signaling molecules within diverse cell systems. ERK1 and ERK2
share 84% sequence identity and are 43kDa and 41.2kDa respectively (Boulton et
al., 1991). The many cellular processes that these kinases participate in translate
into significant and diverse physiological roles, as ERK1/2 are required for
normal β-cell function including insulin transcription and secretion,
immunological maturation, cognitive function and memory development (Khoo
and Cobb, 1997; Berman et al., 1998; Hatano et al., 2003; Khoo et al., 2003;
Samuels et al, 2008). Consequently, aberrant signaling by ERK1/2 pathway is
implicated in numerous pathologies including: polycystic kidney disease,
diabetes, and cancer to name a few (Vigliotta et al., 2004; Lawrence et al., 2005;
Omori et al., 2006; Roberts and Der, 2007; Lawrence et al., 2008; Samuels et al,
2008; Shibazaki et al., 2008). Furthermore, microdeletions within the MAPK1
(ERK2) gene causing decreased ERK2 levels have been found in patients with
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DiGeorge syndrome, characterized by craniofacial abnormality and cognitive
defects (Newbern et al., 2008).
Despite their sequence identity and significantly similar cellular roles, ERK1/2
are not functionally redundant. ERK2 null mice die during embryonic
development by E8.5 due to defects in embryogenesis and placental development.
In contrast, ERK1 deficient mice are viable and fertile but have impaired
thymocyte maturation. (Pages et al., 1999; Hatano et al., 2003; Saba-El-Leil et al.,
2003). Additionally, ERK1 knockout mice display enhanced long-term
potentiation in the nucleus accumbens, contributing to hypersensitivity to
rewarding cues (Mazzucchelli et al., 2002). As mentioned above, the upstream
kinase MEK phosphorylates ERK at the threonine (T) and tyrosine (Y) residues of
a threonine, glutamate (E), tyrosine (T202-E-Y204 in human ERK1 and T185-E-Y187
in human ERK2) motif within the activation loop. Upon activation, ERK1/2
phosphorylate substrates at serine or threonine residues typically followed by a
proline (S/T-P sites). Three docking motifs for ERK1/2 binding have been defined
in and are critical for determining specificity of substrates. One particular motif is
the docking site for ERK and FXFP (DEF, also known as FXF for its amino-acid
specificity), which is found in substrates such as the transcription factor c-Fos and
the dual-specificity phosphatase DUSP1 (Jacobs et al., 1999). Substrates can also
contain the MAPK docking or D motif. These motifs are generally N-terminal to
the ERK1/2 phosphorylation site in the substrate and are characterized by the
consensus sequence: R/K-X4-6- R/K-φ-X-φ, where X is any amino acid and φ is
generally an aliphatic hydrophobic residue such as valine, leucine or isoleucine.
The D motif is not only found in ERK1/2 substrates such as ribosomal S6 kinase
(RSK) but also in the upstream MAP2Ks MEK1/2 (Yang, Yates et al., 1998;
Sharrocks et al., 2000; Tanoue et al., 2000). Finally, a subset of ETS transcription
factors contain a leucine-rich motif L-X-L-X3-F within a conserved 80 amino acid
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region termed the pointed domain (Seidel and Graves, 2002). Several ERK1/2
interacting proteins contain combinations of ERK1/2 interacting motifs, in
particular both D and FXF sequences in multiple copies, which perhaps function
synergistically or contribute to differential interactions with the MAPKs
depending on spatiotemporal or cellular context.
II. Regulation of MAP kinases by scaffolding proteins
Despite the linear architecture of this MAP kinase module, signaling through
these kinases is not solely manifested in a single series relay of discretized
switches, whose resultant outcomes are a consequence of simply turning on or off
in the presence or absence of extra- and intra-cellular stimuli. The myriad of
heterogeneous outcomes of signaling through these pathways is subject to several
modes of regulation including: modulating enzyme kinetics, substrate availability,
localization to subcellular compartments and positive and negative feedback
loops, and phosphoprotein phosphatases that dephosphorylate and inactivate the
pathway as well as allow for rapid reactivation. Analogous to components in an
electrical circuit, proteins that regulate MAP kinase pathway signaling in the
aforementioned modes can function as transistors, rectifiers and amplifiers, all of
which potentiate or attenuate the frequency, duration and amplitude of activation
and subsequent activity of these kinases. Here, I will focus on the mechanisms by
which ERK1/2 are confined or dynamically distributed to distinct sites of action
in the cell, specifically on the regulation by scaffolding and anchoring proteins
that not only coordinate ERK1/2 activity, but also integrate multiple inputs into
the MAP kinase cascade from other signaling modalities and allow for the
divergent responses of the ERK1/2 pathway.
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As alluded to earlier, the intracellular and extracellular environments are replete
with signals that any given cell constantly samples in time and/or space. How
then, do cells: 1. interpret signal from noise while being inundated by stimuli, and
2. integrate multiple signals when necessary to generate the appropriate response
or outcome? The cell has evolved numerous mechanisms to connect disparate
signaling components into a larger network, like the intricate electric circuit, such
that inputs into one particular pathway can be rapidly transduced, amplified, and
propagated into other pathways (i.e. cross-talk), resulting in often diverse
outcomes. One means of regulation is through scaffolding or anchoring proteins,
which can serve as nodes or points of convergence for multiple pathways by
binding to components of two or more signaling modules. Examples of these
scaffolding proteins are A-kinase anchoring proteins (AKAPs), a particular class
of scaffolds that I will elaborate upon later. AKAPs not only bind to cAMPdependent protein kinase (also known as protein kinase A, PKA), but are also
known to interact with other components of signaling pathways including: the β2adrenergic receptor, β-arrestin, GTPase activating proteins (GAPs), protein
phosphatase 2B (PP2B or calcineurin), type I inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate receptor
(IP3R) as well as other protein kinases such as protein kinase C (PKC) or ERK5
(Coghlan et al., 1995; Faux and Scott, 1997; Nauert et al., 2003; Tu et al., 2004;
Houslay and Baillie, 2005). Furthermore, some scaffolding proteins are
multifunctional; in addition to anchoring PKA, AKAP-Lbc is also a RhoA
guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) (Diviani et al., 2004). Anchoring
proteins are not functionally dissimilar from scaffolding proteins, but the word
anchor has been historically used to define a non-dynamic protein that serves only
to confine enzymes to a particular subcellular locale i.e. in the case of AKAPs.
This limited definition has been challenged by many studies suggesting the
multifunctional capacities of these proteins (Sette and Conte, 1996; Kapiloff et al.,
1999; Dodge-Kafka, 2005).
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Scaffolding proteins associated with MAP kinase pathways serve to increase the
effective concentration of the kinases in different subcellular locales and assemble
kinase cascade components, substrates and downstream effectors in complexes for
efficient and rapid phosphorylation and activation of signaling. Through
maintaining kinases and their effectors in close proximity, scaffolding proteins
facilitate multiple functional interactions and signal transduction in localized
microenvironments (Morrison and Davis, 2003; Kolch, 2005). Scaffolds and
anchoring proteins affect the magnitude and duration of signals through the MAP
kinase pathway, mediate crosstalk with other pathways, and can serve in
inhibitory roles, preventing inappropriate action of the kinases in certain cellular
compartments. Scaffolds themselves are often subject to multiple posttranslational modifications including phosphorylation, sumoylation, and
ubiquitylation, which serve to regulate the stability of the scaffolds as well as their
roles in interconnecting two or more pathways depending on a particular stimulus
or change in cell context (Carnegie et al., 2004; Flotho et al., 2004; Cittero et al.,
2006).
The Saccharomyces cerevisiae protein Ste5p was the first MAP kinase scaffold
discovered. Ste5p assembles the MAP kinase module involved in the yeast
pheromone response pathway at the cell cortex and is required for activation of
the MAPK cascade in response to mating pheromone (Elion, 2001). Using yeast
two-hybrid analysis to test pair-wise interactions, Ste5p was initially found to
interact with each kinase in the yeast MAPK module: Ste11p (MEKK), Ste7p
(MEK), and Fus3p (MAP kinase homolog) (Printen and Sprague, 1994).
Pheromone-induction enhances nuclear export of Ste5p and recruitment to the
plasma membrane to modulate the MAPK cascade activation (Mahanty et al.,
1999). Ste5p is also phosphorylated by the MAP kinases - primarily by Fus3p and
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Kss1p (another MAPK yeast homolog) - in response to pheromone. Additionally,
phosphorylation stabilizes Ste5p and causes an accumulation of the scaffold at the
cell cortex (Flotho et al., 2004).
Over the years, other scaffolding and anchoring proteins that interact with MAPK
components have been identified, connecting the protein kinases to other
signaling pathways as well as localizing them to distinct sites within the cell. One
such scaffold is kinase suppressor of Ras (KSR), which was initially identified in
genetic screens in Drosophila melanogaster and Caenorhabditis elegans as a
positive regulator of activated or constitutively activated Ras. The KSR (or KSR1) gene was initially thought to encode a novel putative protein kinase related to
the Raf family of Ser/Thr kinases epistatic to Ras (Kornfeld et al., 1995; Sundram
and Han, 1995; Therrien et al., 1995). However, KSR lacks a catalytic lysine
invariant in all protein kinases - required for coordinating ATP - in its protein
kinase domain. KSR1 also interacts with Raf-1, MEK1/2 and ERK1/2, facilitating
signal propagation through the kinase module (Therrien et al., 1996; Yu et al.,
1998). KSR was shown to modulate MEK localization in cells, shifting the kinase
from a primarily cytosolic distribution to a macromolecular membrane-associated
complex (Stewart et al., 1999).
Other well-studied MEK/ERK-interacting scaffolds include MEK1 partner (MP1)
and paxillin; both are proposed to coordinate ERK signaling at focal adhesions
and affect cell migration and spreading. The adaptor protein p14 recruits MP1 and
links MEK and ERK activation on late endosomes, where the signaling complex
is required for endosomal trafficking and progression of certain receptors (e.g.
epidermal growth factor receptor) towards lysosomal degradation (Teis et al.,
2002; Teis et al., 2006) MP1 is also suggested to coordinate p21-activated kinase
(PAK1) phosphorylation of MEK1 and subsequent activation of ERK to suppress
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Rho and Rho kinase function allowing for focal adhesion turnover (Pullikuth et
al., 2005). Paxillin, which is also a substrate for ERK, scaffolds Raf, MEK and
ERK at focal adhesion sites and its interaction with and phosphorylation by ERK
is required for hepatocyte growth factor-induced focal adhesion turnover and
tubulogenesis of mouse inner-medullary collecting duct 3 (IMCD3) epithelial
cells (Ishibe et al., 2003; Ishibe et al., 2004).
Scaffolds may contribute to the inappropriate regulation of MAPK in certain
pathologies. Overexpressing the ERK1/2 scaffold, phospho-protein enriched in
astrocytes and diabetes (PEA/PED-15), localizes ERK to the cytoplasm through
preventing nuclear transport and promoting nuclear export of ERK, thus
impairing its role in transcription (Formstecher et al., 2001; Whitehurst et al.,
2004). PEA-15 also scaffolds RSK, allowing for its efficient phosphorylation and
activation by ERK (Vaidyanathan et al., 2007). PEA-15 transcript and protein are
elevated in type 2 diabetes, contributing to insulin resistance (Condorelli et al.,
1998).
To date, only one nuclear ERK1/2 scaffold, Max interactor 2 (Mxi2), has been
described (Zervos et al., 1995; Sanz-Moreno et al., 2003; Casar et al., 2007).
Mxi2, a p38α isoform, binds to ERK1/2 and modulates their activation of
transcription factors in the nucleus (Sanz-Moreno et al., 2003). Furthermore,
overexpression of Mxi2 markedly enhances the interaction between ERK1/2 and
the nucleoporin, Nup153c, and the nuclear accumulation of the protein kinases
(Casar et al., 2007).
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III. PKA
To understand signaling cascades and the networks connecting these diverse and
often disparate pathways within the cell, one must first appreciate the initial
studies elucidating the action of extracellular signals upon intracellular processes
and the identification of the mechanisms by which such signals are transduced
rapidly and are amplified within the cell.
Cyclic adenosine 3’,5’-monophosphate (cAMP) is a ubiquitous intracellular small
molecule whose initial discovery by Sutherland and Rall established the classical
second messenger theory of signal transduction (Rall et al., 1956; Rall and
Sutherland, 1957). Essentially, first messenger extracellular hormones, via their
interaction with differently expressed (i.e. cell and tissue-specific) hormone
receptors, transmit signals into the cell by the generation of an intracellular
second messenger (i.e. cAMP), which in turn can affect a variety of cellular
processes. This concept also contributed to the initial understanding of signal
transduction cascades in the regulation of many cellular pathways. Expanding on
the extensive study of glycogenolysis conducted in the laboratory of Carl and
Gerty Cori, Rall and Sutherland showed that the activation of phosphorylase, the
enzyme that catalyzes the rate-limiting step in glycogen breakdown and release of
glucose 1-phosphate, could be stimulated by epinephrine and glucagon.
Sutherland also showed that the activity of purified phosphorylase enzyme from
liver extracts was: 1. enhanced in the presence of hormones and 2. dependent
upon a heat-labile factor in the particular fraction of the homogenate (Rall and
Sutherland, 1957). Initially centrifuging the liver homogenates to remove the
assumed cellular-debris-containing particulate fraction abolished the hormonal
activation of phosphorylase. The heat-labile factor was identified as cAMP and
could be generated by hormonal stimulus in the presence of ATP (Rall et al.,
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1957). Sutherland further proved that the accumulation of cAMP was due to the
activation of adenylyl cyclase, which, described in subsequent years, was
mechanistically linked to extracellular hormonal activation of their cognate Gprotein coupled receptors (GPCRs) and downstream heterotrimeric G-protein Gs
(Makman and Sutherland, 1957). Through experiments using incorporation of
radiolabeled orthophosphate, 32P, Rall and Sutherland also demonstrated that
phosphorylase was indeed phosphorylated in the presence of hormone and this
correlated with the activation of the enzyme (Rall et al., 1956). Contemporaneous
work by Krebs and Fischer indicated that phosphorylation and activation of
phosphorylase required ATP and Mg2+ and was mediated by phosphorylase
kinase (Krebs and Fischer, 1956). Further studies by Krebs and Fischer indicated
that phosphorylase kinase activity in rabbit skeletal extracts was dependent upon
the presence of ATP, suggesting that the kinase itself was regulated by a
phosphorylation event (Krebs et al., 1959). In 1968, Walsh and Perkins in Krebs’
laboratory purified phosphorylase kinase kinase, which catalyzed the cAMPdependent phosphorylation and activation of phosphorylase kinase. Phosphorylase
kinsase kinase was referred to in more general terms as adenosine 3’,5’monophosphate-dependent kinase, or cAMP-dependent protein kinase, and later,
protein kinase A (PKA), based on greater promiscuity in phosphorylating other
substrates such as casein and protamine - in addition to phosphorylase kinase - in
its initial identification (Walsh et al., 1968).
We now know that intracellular cAMP is tightly regulated and is typically
maintained at a nanomolar concentration in a resting cell. Rapid synthesis by
adenylyl cyclases (ACs) causes as much as a 1000-fold increase of cAMP (µM
amounts), resulting in pleiotropic cellular outcomes via the action of various
cAMP-binding effector proteins including: cAMP-dependent protein kinase
(PKA), cyclic nucleotide-gated (CNG) ion channels, and exchange proteins
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activated by cAMP (Epacs), which are guanine nucleotide exchange factors for
the small GTPases Rap1/2. Intracellular levels of cAMP can be rapidly
diminished via the activity of phosphodiesterases (PDEs), which hydrolyze cAMP
to 5’AMP, thus rapidly and efficiently terminating cAMP-dependent signaling
cascades (Sette and Conte, 1996; Bauman et al., 2006).
In the absence of cAMP, the serine/threonine protein kinase PKA exists as an
inactive heterotetrameric complex, composed of two regulatory (R) and two
catalytic (C) subunits, R2C2 (Reimann et al., 1971; Corbin and Keely, 1977).
Upon cAMP induction, two molecules of cAMP bind to each regulatory R subunit
in a positively cooperative fashion, releasing the catalytic C subunits from the
holoenzyme and allowing for subsequent phosphorylation of neighboring
substrates (Corbin, Keely and Soderling et al., 1977; Corbin et al., 1978). There
are two classes of PKA, as defined by their regulatory subunits - type I (RI) and
type II (RII) (Corbin and Keely, 1977). Four separate gene products give rise to
the different mammalian R subunit isoforms, RIα, RIβ, RIIα, RIIβ, and while
some are expressed ubiquitously, others are enriched in certain tissues such as
RI/IIβ in the brain (Lee et al., 1983; Jahnsen et al., 1986; Sandberg et al., 1987;
Scott et al., 1987; Clegg et al., 1988; Øyen et al., 1989; Solberg et al., 1991;
McKnight, 1991). Three mammalian C subunits are known: Cα, Cβ, and testisspecific, Cγ (Uhler, Carmichael et al., 1986; Uhler, Chrivia et al., 1986). All of
the various isoforms of the regulatory and catalytic subunits can interact to form
tetrameric holoenzymes. Increased diversity in PKA complexes arises with the
presence of alternatively spliced variants of the regulatory as well as catalytic
subunits (Solberg et al., 1997; San Agustin et al., 1998; Reinton et al., 2000). R
subunits typically vary from 43-45kDa in size and contain an N-terminal
dimerization domain followed by an autophosphorylation or autoinhibitory
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domain and two cAMP binding sites. Type I and II regulatory subunits inhibit the
catalytic subunits in differing fashions. RII subunits contain a PKA
autophosphorylation consensus sequence, R-X-X-S/T-X, in which a serine is
phosphorylated upon holoenzyme formation. RIα/β regulatory subunits, however,
contain a pseudosubstrate sequence, in which the serine is replaced by either
alanine or glycine. Inhibition of the catalytic subunits by the regulatory subunits
in the holoenzyme is mediated by these autophosphorylation or autoinhibitory
regions, which occlude the substrate binding site of the catalytic subunits; binding
of the regulatory subunits to the catalytic subunit also involves other electrostatic
interactions (Takio et al., 1984; Titani et al., 1984; Leon et al., 1997).
PKA is a broad-spectrum protein kinase that participates in a multitude of cellular
processes, many of which are well characterized, including its roles in glycogen
metabolism and transcriptional regulation of various genes through the
phosphorylation of a family of transcription factors known as cAMP-response
element binding proteins (CREBs). Emerging roles for PKA have been described
in other nuclear events including chromosomal condensation during mitosis and
pre-mRNA splicing (Collas et al., 1999; Kvissel et al., 2007).
IV. A-kinase anchoring proteins
Site-specific actions of cAMP, particularly those mediated by PKA, can be
coordinated by A-kinase anchoring proteins (AKAP), scaffolds that direct the
PKA holoenzyme by binding to the RI and RII regulatory subunits. AKAPs target
PKA holoenzymes to distinct intracellular locations, where the catalytic subunits
can phosphorylate surrounding substrates in response to elevated levels of cAMP,
thus providing spatiotemporal specificity to PKA activity and cAMP-dependent
signaling (Carlisle and Scott, 2002). AKAPs often contain sequence motifs that
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target the scaffolds to subcellular compartments. Alternatively, a teleological
explanation is that its interacting partners determine AKAP localization.
Despite the spatial restriction of PKA by AKAPs, it is widely believed that
nuclear function of PKA requires the translocation of the free catalytic subunits
into the nucleus. Several lines of evidence challenge this notion. Holoenzyme
exclusion from the nucleus was first described by the Feramisco and Taylor
laboratories, where microinjection experiments of fluorescein-5-isothiocyanate
labeled RI and C subunits of PKA into the cytosol of Rat-2 fibroblasts showed the
dynamic translocation of free C subunit to the nucleus upon stimulation of cells
with 8-bromo-cAMP, a synthetic cAMP analog. RI subunits remained static in the
cytoplasm (Meinkoth et al., 1990). From this and similar experiments, they
concluded that type I regulatory subunits, as part of the holoenzyme, function as a
cytoplasmic anchor for the catalytic subunits in a resting/unstimulated cell.
Moreover, the nuclear translocation of the C subunits is thought to occur
passively through the nuclear pore, which is diffusion-limited to proteins less than
60kDa in size, thus preventing the larger tetrameric PKA holoenzyme from
entering the nucleus. The nuclear restriction of tetrameric PKA was further
supported by the identification of a thermostable inhibitor of PKA, protein kinase
inhibitor (PKI), which participates in the inhibition and inactivation of the free C
subunit of PKA, as well as its subsequent nuclear export through a nuclear export
sequence contained in PKI (Walsh et al., 1971; Fantozzi et al., 1994; Wen et al.,
1994). In contrast to the differing modalities by which ERK1/2 and activated,
phosphorylated ERK1/2 can enter and function in the nucleus – from passive
diffusion, interactions with nuclear pore complex proteins, energy-dependent
factor-mediated and facilitated transport, as well as the existence of nuclear pools
of the kinase – analogous mechanisms for PKA have not been extensively studied
(Ranganathan et al., 2006; Yazicioglu et al, 2007). Contrasting these findings,
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immunogold staining of RI, RII and C subunits of PKA and electron microscopic
imaging of primary hepatocytes, HII4E hepatoma cells, granulosa cells, and
spermatogonia indicated the presence of the regulatory subunits as well as the
catalytic subunits in the nucleus (Kuettel et al., 1985). C subunits appeared
enriched in the nucleus upon treatment of rats with glucagon, whereas treatment
of HII4E cells with dibutyryl cAMP, a cell-permeable synthetic analog, caused an
apparent increase of R and C subunits in the nucleus, indicating perhaps cell-type,
-context and/or ligand-dependent differences in PKA distribution in the cell and
its translocation to the nucleus. Furthermore, RIIα has been shown to co-localize
with AKAP100 in the nuclei of rat cardiac myocytes and with AKAP150 in the
nuclei of chicken limb mesenchymal cells (Zhang et al., 1996; Yang, Drazba et
al., 1998).
Early work on PKA suggested that a significant proportion of the enzyme
associated with particulate fractions, i.e. microtubules, providing evidence for the
theory of compartmentalized cAMP- and PKA-dependent signaling (Goodman et
al., 1970; Lohmann et al., 1984). Studies of microtubule-associated PKA also led
to the identification of the first known AKAP, microtubule associated protein 2
(MAP2) (Theurkauf and Vallee, 1982). Theurkauf and Vallee showed that type II
PKA interacted with MAP2 in bovine brain microtubule preparations and
catalytic activity could be released from MAP2 upon stimulation with cAMP,
whereas cAMP-binding capacity remained associated with MAP2. These data
indicated that upon activation with cAMP, the catalytic subunit of PKA was
released and the regulatory subunits were still bound to MAP2.
Over 50 AKAPs have now been identified, most of which have multivalent
binding capacity – interacting with PKA as well as other components often of
disparate signaling pathways - allowing integration of multiple inputs and signals
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and cross-talk of these pathways resulting in unique outcomes in the cell (Figure
1.3). Some of the first AKAPs were identified through the RII overlay technique,
where nitrocellulose membranes containing proteins from different cell and tissue
lysates were probed with purified 125I-labeled RII subunit or unlabeled RII and
iodinated anti-RII antibody to identify bound RII and the associated proteins in
the membrane (Fleischer et al., 1981; Lohmann et al., 1984). AKAPs were later
shown to bind to a hydrophobic groove between a bundle of four helices at an
interface generated by dimerization of the N-terminal domain of the regulatory
subunits (Figure 1.1) (Scott et al., 1990). The interaction is mediated by a
conserved 14-18 residue amphipathic α-helical domain within the AKAP, which
makes extensive hydrophobic contacts via one side of the amphipathic helix as
well as Van der Waals interactions with other surfaces of the dimerization
interface (Carr et al., 1991). More than 70% of type II PKA (containing RIIα/β
dimers) within the cell is associated with organelles or structural components,
whereas the majority of type I PKA (containing RIα/β dimers) is primarily
soluble (Rubin et al., 1972; Corbin, Sugden et al., 1977; Nigg et al., 1985).
Through the cellular distribution of type I and type II PKA and from an inability
to identify RI interacting proteins through RI overlay, it was initially believed that
AKAP-associated PKA was limited to the type II holoenzyme. However, using
yeast two-hybrid analysis, Huang et al., identified a dual-specificity AKAP (DAKAP1) that interacts with both RI and RII subunits (Huang et al., 1997). In RIIα
knockout mice, RIα was sufficient to facilitate the localization of the C subunit
with the L-type Ca2+ channel and coordinate PKA-dependent potentiation of
channel activity in skeletal muscle (Burton et al., 1997). Furthermore, RIα bound
to Ht31, a 24 amino acid peptide derived from the amphipathic helical domain of
AKAP-Lbc, albeit with approximately 500-fold lower affinity than RIIα.
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Biochemical analysis of the interaction between AKAPs and PKA determined that
AKAP domains predominantly bind RIIα/RIIβ-containing PKA with nanomolar
affinity compared to micromolar affinity towards RIα- or RIβ-containing PKA
(Miki and Eddy, 1999). AKAP domains are also thought to be involved in PKA
heterotetramer formation, by effectively coordinating binding between the
regulatory and catalytic subunits (Gold et al., 2006). AKAP specificity in
anchoring type I or type II PKA can be mapped to critical residues within the
amphipathic helical domain (Figure 1.2). Aliphatic amino acids at positions 2, 6,
and 10 within the amphipathic helix of an AKAP are critical for R subunit binding
(Miki and Eddy, 1999). Although not strictly conserved, an aliphatic residue with
a longer side chain at position 6 confers specificity for RII over RI subunits – a
valine in RII-specific AKAP-Lbc and an alanine in RI-specific AKAP domain B
of AKAP82. A similar longer side chain aliphatic residue at position 10 may
increase apparent affinity for the RII subunit. D-AKAP2 has an alanine at position
6 in its amphipathic helix, allowing for both RI and RII binding (Kinderman et al.,
2006). Additionally, the RI dimerization interface contains a hydrophobic cavity
that can accommodate a bulkier side chain amino acid near the end of the AKAP
docking helix. Mutating a valine to tryptophan at position 13 in the amphipathic
helix of dual-specificity AKAP, D-AKAP2 abolished RII but not RI binding
(Burns-Hamuro et al., 2003).
V. AKAPs as signaling loci/nodes
AKAP-mediated signaling complexes were first suggested when it was found that
AKAP79 (also known as AKAP5) interacts with calcineurin (Coghlan et al.,
1995). The Scott laboratory later showed that AKAP79 also bound PKC (Klauck
et al., 1996). Similarly to PKA, AKAPs can directly influence the activity of other
associated enzymes. AKAP79 not only coordinates the location of PKA,
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calcineurin and PKC to postsynaptic densities (cytoskeletal structures) in cultured
hippocampal neurons, but it also inhibits the activity of calcineurin and PKC
when the proteins are associated with the AKAP (Faux and Scott, 1997).
Furthermore, in the presence of Ca2+, calmodulin binding to AKAP79 releases
PKC, resulting in an increase in PKC activity. AKAPs can affect cAMP
production and localized cAMP levels within the cell, through their interactions
with adenylyl cyclases and phosphodiesterases. AKAP150, the mouse ortholog of
AKAP79, was found to co-purify with AC types V and VI in rat brain extracts
and coordinate a negative feedback loop that temporally regulates cAMP
synthesis (Bauman et al., 2006). PKA bound to AKAP79/150 can phosphorylate
the ACs to rapidly terminate cAMP synthesis upon activation of the protein
kinase.
AKAPs have also been shown to influence MAP kinase signaling pathways.
AKAP79, which is constitutively associated with the β2-adrenergic receptor (β2AR) in HEK293 cells, participates in switching of the GPCR from Gαs- to Gαicoupled and subsequent activation of ERK1/2 (Lynch et al., 2005). Upon
treatment with the agonist isoproterenol, β2-AR signals through Gαs to stimulate
adenylyl cyclase production of cAMP. Once activated, PKA, scaffolded near the
membrane by AKAP79, phosphorylates β2-AR, switching its coupling to Gαi and
causing the Gβγ subunits to dissociate and direct transient ERK1/2 activation in a
c-Src- and Ras-dependent manner (Daaka et al., 1997). Knockdown of AKAP79
with double-stranded RNA oligonucleotides or inhibiting the interaction of PKA
with AKAP79 with the competitive inhibitor peptide Ht31 diminishes ERK1/2
activation by isoproterenol, supporting the role of AKAP79 in coordinating these
signaling events.
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Another example is the muscle-specific AKAP, mAKAP, which coordinates a
complex containing PKA, ERK5, phosphodiesterase PDE4D3, and Epac1 that
spatiotemporally regulates cAMP levels in cardiac myocytes (Figure 1.4) (DodgeKafka et al., 2005). mAKAP localizes PKA and PDE4D3 to the perinuclear
membrane, where PKA can phosphorylate the phosphodiesterase to enhance
cAMP catabolism in a classical negative feedback mechanism (Sette and Conte,
1996). However, PDE4D3 also binds to and recruits ERK5 and the upstream
kinase MEK5 to mAKAP, allowing ERK5 to phosphorylate PDE4D3 to suppress
its activity. Furthermore, Dodge-Kafka et al. showed that in rat neonatal
ventriculocytes, a rise in intracellular cAMP level causes inhibition of serumstimulated ERK5 activation in a Rap1-dependent manner through the activation of
Epac1, a GEF for the small GTPase Rap1 that interacts with mAKAP (DodgeKafka et al., 2006). ERK5 inhibits PDE4D3 to allow for cAMP levels to
accumulate upon agonist stimulation, after which, PKA and Epac1 can enhance
PDE4D3 and suppress ERK5 activity respectively. The decrease in local cAMP
concentration by the action of PDE4D3 alleviates the Epac1/Rap1 repression of
ERK5, which can subsequently deactivate PDE4D3. Ultimately, the activity of all
these enzymes is kinetically regulated in a cAMP concentration- and timedependent manner.
Through its interaction with the ryanodine receptor (RyR), a calcium release
channel, and calcineurin, mAKAP is also involved in integrating cAMP and
calcium signaling pathways (Kapiloff et al., 1999). PKA phosphorylates RyR,
releasing calcium from intracellular stores and activating calcineurin. Calcineurin
dephosphorylates the transcription factor NFAT, allowing it to translocate to the
nucleus and mediate transcription of genes involved in cardiac hypertrophy (Pare
et al., 2005). Recently, mAKAP was shown to organize ubiquitylating enzymes
that participate in a “degradation loop” regulating Hif-1α expression under
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normoxic and hypoxic conditions as well as spatially restricting Hif-1α at the
perinuclear membrane for rapid translocation into the nucleus upon activation
(Wong et al., 2008).
Enzymes associated with AKAPs can often regulate the scaffolding capacity of
these proteins. Some AKAPs also contain native enzymatic activity. For example,
AKAP-Lbc is a GEF for the small GTPase RhoA and is regulated by
phosphorylation by PKA. PKA phosphorylates AKAP-Lbc on Ser 1565,
promoting recruitment of the 14-3-3 binding protein which subsequently inhibits
AKAP-Lbc RhoA-GEF activity (Diviani et al., 2004). Additionally, PKA
phosphorylation of AKAP-Lbc on Ser 2737 causes the release of PKCηphosphorylated and activated protein kinase D from the scaffolded complex
(Carnegie et al., 2004).
PKA is present in the motile cilium or flagellum of cells that contain these
appendages and is thought to interact with several different AKAPs. AKAP28, the
first identified human ciliary AKAP, is specifically expressed in tissues
containing motile cilia or flagella, and is particularly enriched in airway epithelial
cilia (Kultgen et al., 2002). Moreover, expression of AKAP28 mRNA increases as
human bronchial epithelial cells (HBECs) differentiate into multi-ciliated cells.
AKAP4, a RIα-binding AKAP, localizes to the fibrous sheath (an outer matrix
surrounding the axoneme) of sperm flagellum, and is implicated in
spermatogenesis as well as recruiting PKA to phosphorylate components required
for flagellar motility (Miki et al., 2002; Hu et al., 2009). Targeted gene disruption
of AKAP4 in mice led to infertility due to impaired development of the fibrous
sheath and shortened and tortuous-appearing flagella resulting in decreased sperm
motility.
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Of particular interest to our findings, several AKAPs and other PKA binding
proteins localize PKA to the nucleus where it is implicated in a variety of
processes. AKAP95 localization and interaction with PKA is cell-cycle
dependent. During interphase, AKAP95 is in the nucleus in human Hs-68
fibroblasts and HeLa cells, associated with the nuclear matrix fraction. During the
onset of mitosis, AKAP95 redistributes to the chromatin fraction, recruits PKA
and is required for chromosomal condensation (Eide et al., 1998; Collas et al.,
1999).
HA95, a protein homologous to AKAP95, is an atypical PKA scaffold in that it
binds to the C subunits of PKA instead of the R subunit dimer. HA95 localizes C
subunits to nuclear speckles, sites of pre-mRNA splicing/processing and mRNA
export, where it regulates the splicing of E1A, a known PKA-dependent
transcript, from an exogenous E1A minigene (Kvissel et al., 2007).
A-kinase interacting protein (AKIP) also binds to the C subunit of PKA and
participates in forskolin-stimulated nuclear retention of the activated enzyme
(Sastri et al., 2005). However, its role in PKA signaling in the nucleus remains to
be determined.
The ADP-ribosylation factor (ARF) 1 GEFs, brefeldin A-inhibited GEFs (BIG) 1
and 2 each contain three putative AKAP domains. BIG1/2 localize to the transGolgi network and recycling endosomal systems, where they are involved in the
recruitment of the heterotetrameric adaptor protein (AP) 1, 3, 4 and Golgilocalized, γ-ear- containing, ARF-binding (GGA) adaptor proteins for clathrinmediated vesicle budding (Jones et al., 2005). Mammalian BIG1/2
(~200kDa/190kDa) were initially purified from a large macromolecular complex
from bovine brain cytosol, and have since been shown to associate with diverse
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interacting partners, indicative of multivalent coordinating capacity. BIG1
interacts with the FK506-binding protein, FKBP13, and Myosin IXB, a RhoA
GAP, whereas BIG2 interacts with Exo70, a member of the exocyst complex and
the β subunit of the gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABAA) receptor/ion channel
(Padilla et al., 2003; Saeki et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2005). BIG1, which contains a
nuclear localization signal (NLS), has also been shown to translocate to the
nucleus in serum-starved HepG2 cells or upon being phosphorylated by PKA
after treating cells with 8-Br-cAMP or forskolin (Cittero et al., 2006). There,
BIG1 interacts with nucleolin, fibrallin, which binds U3 small nucleolar RNA
required for 18s ribosomal RNA maturation, and the RNA-binding protein La,
and is postulated to participate in pre-ribosomal subunit export from the nucleus
(Padilla et al., 2008). Evidence of BIG1 function distinct from vesicular
trafficking processes at the trans-Golgi is intriguing, as I will later present work
suggesting a novel, non-canonical role for another AKAP within the cell.
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Figure 1.1. RII dimerization interface. Schematic diagram of the RII subunit of
PKA. (a) Domain structure of the regulatory subunit. Of note are the N-terminal
dimerization domain, and the two cAMP binding domains. Additionally, the
orange box, within the C subunit-interacting region, represents the autophosphorylation (RII) or pseudo-substrate motif (RI). (b) Structural representation
of the RIIα-Ht31 AKAP peptide interaction at the R subunit dimerization
interface. Reprinted with permission from Colledge and Scott, 1999.
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Figure 1.2. RII-AKAP interaction. Ribbon diagram representation of the PKA
RII subunit and AKAP binding interface. (a) AKAP helices from both the RIIpreferential AKAPis and the dual-specificity D-AKAP2 bound to the RII
dimerization domain. (b,c) Primary sequence of the AKAP helices indicates the
specific residues that mediate the interaction at the interfacial hydrophobic groove
of the RII-subunit dimer. Mutation of Val to Trp in position 13 of the D-AKAP2
helix, sterically hinders RII but not RI binding. Reprinted with permission from
Beene and Scott, 2007.
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Figure 1.3. AKAP signaling complexes. AKAPs coordinate multiple signaling
complexes from disparate pathways and localize PKA to discrete intracellular
sites of action. Reprinted with permission from Wong and Scott, 2004.
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Figure 1.4. mAKAP coordinates MAP kinase signaling. Depiction of the
multiple signaling pathways coordinated by mAKAP. ERK5, Epac-Rap1, and
PDE4D3 regulated localized cAMP concentration. mAKAP also coordinates
calcineurin, affecting NFAT nuclear translocation. Reprinted with permission
from Dodge-Kafka and Kapiloff, 2006.
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CHAPTER 2: CILIA AND RADIAL SPOKE PROTEIN 3
I. Motile and primary cilia
Motile and primary (typically immotile) cilia are microtubule-based antennae-like
projections from the cell and are considered to be sensory organelles, responding
to extracellular phenomena and cues. Cilia are generally 10-15µm long, but their
length can vary from 2-3µm in some primary-ciliated cells to approximately
45µm for a typical sperm flagellum. Cilia are ensheathed by the plasma
membrane, and arise from centrioles in a cell cycle- or differentiation-dependent
manner. (Pan and Snell, 2007). Most differentiated cells are thought to have a
single primary cilium, whereas motile cilia are expressed in specialized cell types
such as sperm, olfactory cells, and airway epithelial cells to name a few (Figures
2.1, 2.2). They receive and integrate signals such as hormones, growth factors,
ions, osmotic pressure and fluid flow-related stresses. Cilia also contain the
components of many signaling pathways, including: epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGFR), platelet-derived growth factor receptor (PDGFR), fibroblast
growth factor receptor (FGFR), several ion channels, as well as proteins in the
hedgehog and Wnt signaling pathways (Christensen et al., 2007). Defects in cilia
signaling due to mutations in ciliary structural components that cause the loss,
malformation, or dyskinesia (immotility) of cilia contribute to the etiology of
several diseases including: polycystic kidney disease (PKD), pancreatic cyst
formation and pancreatitis, Kartagener’s and Bardet-Biedel syndrome (BBS) (Lin
et al., 2003; Cano et al., 2006; Nachury et al., 2007). Pathologies that result in
defective motile cilia are referred to as immotile-cilia syndrome and are also
known as primary cilia dyskinesia (PCD). PCD is typically characterized by
sinusitis, bronchiectasis, and mucus buildup, as a result of an impaired clearance
by the bronchial airway epithelial cilia, as well as infertility due to immotile
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spermatozoa (Afzelius, 2004). Kartagener’s patients present the respiratory
hallmarks of PCD as well as situs inversus totalis, the disruption of left-right axis
symmetry in the body. This symmetry inversion is caused by defects in nodal cilia
that adversely affect hedgehog or Wnt morphogenic gradient distribution during
development. Bardet-Biedel syndrome is characterized by macular degeneration,
polydactyly, nephropathy, obesity, and diabetes. Mutations to components
regulating membrane trafficking into the primary cilium have been linked to the
pathogenesis of BBS (Nachury et al., 2007; Loktev et al., 2008). An extensively
studied cilia-signaling disease is autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease
(ADPKD). ADPKD is an extremely common genetic disease, having an incidence
of 1 in 500 to 1 in 1000 in the population. Human mutations within the ciliary Gprotein coupled receptor, polycystin 1, and its interacting partner, polycystin 2, a
calcium channel, have been shown to contribute to the hyperplastic-growth cyst
phenotype (Igarashi and Somlo, 2002). Furthermore, mutations that affect the
structural integrity or formation of cilia can recapitulate the PCD and ADPKD
phenotypes. Mice lacking KIF3A, a subunit of the anterograde motor protein,
kinesin-II, fail to form or have shortened cilia and display situs inversus as well as
other hallmarks of PCD (Takeda et al., 1999). Kidney-specific deletion of the
Kif3a gene results in renal cyst formation characteristic of PKD. Loss of KIF3A
in the pancreas causes pancreatitis, fibrosis and ductal metaplasia characterized by
hyperactivation of ERK1/2 in the pancreas (Lin et al., 2003; Cano et al., 2006).
The motile cilia/flagellar axoneme, the structural core or skeleton, is composed of
an outer ring of nine doublets of microtubules surrounding an inner pair of
microtubules (9+2) (Satir and Christensen, 2007). The outer microtubule doublets
are linked to the inner pair via radial spoke complexes that are required for
regulation of dynein-mediated microtubule sliding and subsequent motility.
Primary cilia (9+0) are structurally different from motile cilia in that they lack the
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inner pair of microtubules, dynein arms, as well as the radial spoke components
(Figure 2.3). Thus, primary cilia are conventionally deemed immotile due to this
distinction in structure. Nodal cilia, which are important for left/right
asymmetrical patterning in development, are an exception. They display a 9+0
structure and are still able to generate rotational motility, albeit distinct from the
canonical flagellar sinusoidal wave motion.
Cilia are emerging as important regulators of the MAP kinase signaling pathway,
potentially affecting transcriptional control, cell motility, proliferation, and
differentiation through providing inputs and/or modulating activity of these
kinases (Schneider et al., 2005; Cowley, 2008; Nagao et al., 2008). Stimulation
with PDGF-AA in the NIH3T3 fibroblast cell line as well as in primary mouse
embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) leads to the activation of PDGFRα and
downstream activation of MEK1/2 (Schneider et al., 2005). Furthermore, pMEK1/2 localizes to the primary cilium. In MEFs derived from intraflagellar
transport protein 88 (IFT88) knockout mice, which fail to properly assemble
primary cilia, PDGFRα is mislocalized and PDGF-AA fails to activate the
PDGFRα and downstream MEK1/2 pathways. Inappropriately regulated and
increased ERK1/2 activity is thought to underlie the proliferation of kidney ductal
epithelial cells and the resulting aberrant changes in epithelial cell morphology
associated with cyst formation in PKD (Yamaguchi et al., 2000; Nagao et al.,
2003). The disruption of cilia signaling alters the relationship between cAMP,
calcium, and growth factor signaling pathways and their combined effects on
ERK1/2. In normal kidney epithelial cells, factors that stimulate cAMP
production regulate epithelial transport without causing cell proliferation. In PKD,
however, cAMP causes the ERK1/2-dependent proliferation of kidney epithelial
cells, leading to cyst formation, presumably due to a loss of calcium-mediated
inhibition of cAMP stimulation of MAP kinase activation (Yamaguchi et al.,
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2003; Yamaguchi et al., 2004; Belibi et al., 2004). This switch in cAMP response
results from the loss of function, misregulation or mislocalization of effectors in
both the calcium and cAMP signaling pathways. Our lab has extensively studied
the connection of these disparate signaling pathways influencing the activity and
activation of ERK1/2 and of other MAP kinases including ERK5. Combinatorial
inputs eliciting responses from the MAP kinase pathways are often cell type-,
state-, and context-dependent (Dugan et al., 1999). For example, cAMP reduces
serum-stimulated proliferation in many cell types, and while ERK5 is inhibited by
cAMP in most contexts, ERK1/2 may be inhibited, unaffected or stimulated by
cAMP, depending on growth conditions (Pearson et al., 2006). As mentioned
above, an imbalance in cAMP and ERK1/2 signaling is believed to contribute to
the progression of ADPKD.
II. Radial spoke protein 3
Initially identified in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, RSP3 is one of at least 23
known radial spoke proteins assembled in a large multi-subunit complex required
for eukaryotic ciliary or flagellar motility (Yang et al., 2006). Radial spoke
proteins are thought to be important in transducing signals from the inner pair of
microtubules to the outer doublets, regulating dynein-mediated axonemal sliding
and subsequent flagellar motility (Figure 2.4). Using mass-spectrometry, Yang et
al. identified several novel radial spoke proteins that are thought to contain unique
enzymatic and regulatory functions based on sequence and predicted-domain
structure analysis (Figure 2.5). Of note include: RSP7, which contains a
homologous domain to the RIIα regulatory subunit of PKA as well as several
Ca2+-binding EF hand domains, RSP11, which also contains a RIIα-like domain,
and RSP23, which contains a putative peptidyl-prolyl isomerase domain.
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Genetic analysis of RSP3 function in Chlamydomonas indicates that loss of RSP3
results in paralyzed flagella and unassembled radial spokes (Luck et al, 1977;
Piperno et al., 1981). Additionally, biochemical studies of Chlamydomonas RSP3
show that it functions as an AKAP, and loss of its ability to bind to PKA also
results in abnormal flagellar motility and paralyzed flagella (Gaillard et al., 2001;
Gaillard et al., 2006). More recently, RSP3 has been shown to form a homodimer
within the radial spoke structure. This dimer is proposed to provide the base for
radial spoke assembly (Wirschell et al., 2008).
Through proteomic analysis of human bronchial epithelial cells and
immunofluorescence staining of mouse tracheal epithelial cells, RSP3 has been
shown to localize to motile cilia in mammals (see Figure 2.2) (Ostrowski et al.,
2002; Wirschell et al., 2008). Furthermore, Koukoulas et al., showed through
Northern blot analysis that two RSP3 mRNA transcripts, 2.2kb and 1.8kb in size,
are present in mouse brain, kidney, liver, spleen, and testis (Koukoulas et al.,
2004). The presence of mRNA transcript in developing and mouse neonatal
cortex is suggestive of a non-motile ciliated role for RSP3. The mammalian RSP3
gene consists of 8 exons and 7 introns, while the Chlamydomonas gene is
comprises 4 exons separated by 3 intronic regions. Mammals contain one RSP3
gene (mapped to chromosomal locus 6q25.3), which is believed to contain
alternative start sites that generate two transcripts – a long and short form. The
short form is made up of 418 amino acids, while the 560-amino acid long form,
extended by 142 amino acids at the N terminus, is referred to as radial spoke
protein 3 homolog (RSP3H or RSPH3 as annotated by NCBI). Human and mouse
RSP3 are approximately 84% similar at the amino acid level and share 67%
similarity within the radial spoke domain to Chlamydomonas RSP3. The radial
spoke domain and the AKAP domain of RSP3 are conserved among a variety of
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species (Table 2.1). The mammalian orthologs for this and other radial spoke
proteins, however, remain to be identified and fully characterized.
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Figure 2.1. Human retinal pigmented epithelial cells have a single primary
cilium. Telomerase immortalized human retinal pigmented epithelial (RPE1) cells
were plated on 0.5% gelatin-coated coverslips and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde.
Cells were stained with 1:10,000 mouse anti-acetylated tubulin antibody and goat
anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 546 nm-conjugated secondary antibody. DNA was
visualized using 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). Stabilized microtubule
structures such as acetylated and glutamylated tubulin are enriched in cilia, and as
such, are used as markers for the primary cilium. Images were taken at 63x under
oil immersion (na=1.518) on a Zeiss LSM 510 META LSM with a Chameleon
XR NIR laser two-photon confocal microscope.
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Figure 2.2. Mouse tracheal epithelial cells contain multiple motile cilia.
Specialized cell types have motile cilia, and some have multiple motile cilia.
Images represent isolated cilia from mouse tracheal epithelial cells. In panel 1,
cilia were stained with an anti-acetylated tubulin (611B1) antibody. Panel 2
represents anti-RSP3 antibody (Fox 14) staining of the tracheal cilia. Reprinted
with permission from Wirschell et al., 2008.
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Figure 2.3. Cross-section of the ciliary axoneme. Motile cilia have a 9+2
structure, consisting of an outer ring of 9 pairs of microtubules surrounding an
inner pair of microtubules. The outer ring is connected to the inner doublet by
radial spoke proteins, which allow for axonemal sliding and subsequent ciliary
motility. The primary cilium is characterized by a 9+0 structure, with “0”
indicating a lack of the inner pair of microtubules. Additionally, the primary
cilium does not contain the radial spoke complexes. Reprinted with permission
from Dawe et al., 2007.
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Figure 2.4. Model of the radial spoke complex. A. Proposed architecture of the
radial spoke complex. Radial spoke protein 3 is thought to form a nucleating
dimer at the base of the spoke complex on the outer microtubule pair (left circles)
(Wirschell et al., 2008). The radial spoke extends to the inner microtubule doublet
(right). Asterisks indicate novel, uncharacterized radial spoke proteins (Yang et
al., 2006) B. Proposed function for each of the radial spoke proteins based on
sequence and domain structure analysis. Reprinted with permission from Yang et
al., 2006.
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Figure 2.5. Previously characterized and predicted domains of radial spoke
proteins. Potential functional roles of radial spoke proteins identified through
mass-spectrometric and domain prediction analysis. Reprinted with permission
from Yang et al., 2006.
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Table 2.1. RSP3 orthologs in various species. Percent conservation represents
similarity (identical and conserved residues) at the amino acid level relative to
Chlamydomonas RSP3. Reprinted with permission from Gaillard et al., 2006.
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CHAPTER 3. RSP3 IS A SCAFFOLD FOR ERK1/2 AND PKA
I. Abstract
Mammalian RSP3 was found to interact with ERK2 through a yeast two-hybrid
screen designed to identify interactors that have a higher affinity for the
phosphorylated, active form of ERK2. Confirming this finding, the human
homolog long form, RSP3H, co-immunoprecipitates with ERK1/2 in HEK293
cells. Human RSP3, and its larger alternative start site gene product, radial spoke
protein 3 homolog (RSP3H), are phosphorylated by ERK1/2 in vitro and in cells
on threonine 286. RSP3/RSP3H are also phosphorylated in vitro by cAMPdependent protein kinase (PKA). Additionally, we show that the human RSP3H
functions as an A-kinase anchoring protein (AKAP), and its ability to bind to the
regulatory subunits of PKA, RIIα and RIIβ, is regulated by ERK1/2 activity and
phosphorylation.
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II. Introduction
Radial spoke protein 3 is a component of the radial spoke complex contained
within motile cilia. Identifying RSP3 as an interacting protein for the MAP
kinases ERK1/2 was quite intriguing, since the finding initially suggested a
possible role for ERK in cilia or a means of compartmentalized regulation of
signaling through the MAP kinase pathway. The Sale laboratory initially
characterized the Chlamydomonas ortholog of RSP3 as an AKAP and showed
that its AKAP activity was required for normal flagellar motility (Gaillard et al.,
2001; Gaillard et al., 2006). Chlamydomonas containing an AKAP-defective
RSP3 mutant, displayed paralyzed flagella. Interestingly, inhibiting PKA activity
with PKI rescued paralysis, suggesting that a loss of PKA-binding by RSP3
causes a mislocalization or unregulated activation of PKA within the cilium. To
date, however, the catalytic subunits of PKA have not been identified in the
Chlamydomonas genome and limited predicted sequence homology to radial
spoke components (see Figure 2.5) suggests the presence of regulatory subunits of
PKA. This paradox obscures the role of AKAP complexes, furthermore PKA
signaling within the Chlamydomonas flagellum. RSP3 as well as its PKA binding
domain are conserved among a variety of species (see Table 2.1), and its AKAP
domain is homologous to several known AKAPs (Figure 3.1). RSP3 AKAP
sequence is conserved among higher eukaryotes, however the AKAP function of
the mammalian orthologs has not been characterized (Figure 3.2). The
Chlamydomonas RSP3 protein is 516 amino acids, with a theoretical molecular
weight of 57 kDa, and was first identified as AKAP97 based on its apparent
molecular weight by sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(SDS-PAGE). This anomalous migration is characteristic of other AKAPs and is
attributed to the exposed amphipathic helical R-subunit binding domains (Lester
et al., 1996).
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Human RSP3/RSP3H are thought to be derived from alternative start sites within
a single gene, encoding proteins of 418 amino acids and 560 amino acids
respectively. RSP3H, the long form, is extended by 142 amino acids at the Nterminus and is referred to as radial spoke protein 3 homolog (RSP3H or RSPH3
as annotated by NCBI). We utilized constructs expressing the long form in most
of our experiments characterizing binding and function of RSP3H. Human
RSP3H has a theoretical molecular weight of 64 kDa but migrates between 75100 kDa on a 12% SDS-polyacrylamide gel, similarly to Chlamydomonas RSP3.
RSP3/RSP3H contain consensus PKA and ERK1/2 phosphorylation sites and a
homologous RII-binding AKAP domain (Figure 3.3). As I will discuss later in the
chapter, we found RSP3/RSP3H to be substrates for PKA and ERK1/2 and
mapped the major ERK phosphorylation site, however other sites may exist and
remain to be determined.
Several prevalent ERK1/2 interaction motifs have been mapped to known
substrates - these include the FXF, D, and leucine rich motifs. Sequence analysis
of RSP3/RSP3H suggests the possibility of all of these regions, however the
putative FXF and D motif(s) are the most apparent (see Figure 3.3). Aside from
the FXF motif, these regions are often degenerate and non-obvious. RSP3/RSP3H
may also contain combinations of these ERK1/2 interacting motifs, which could
function synergistically or contribute to differential interaction with the MAPKs
depending on cellular context.
Phosphorylation is a key reversible regulatory mechanism to modulate protein
function within the cell. However, not all phosphorylation events, moreover sites,
are created equal. Spurious phosphorylation in vitro can occasionally lead one to
believe that a protein is indeed a substrate of a particular protein kinase. As
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Gustav Lienhard postulates, due to the limited energetic consequence of percent
total ATP consumption of all kinase enzymatic reactions in the cell, nonfunctional phosphorylation is tolerated in vivo (Lienhard, 2008). Additionally,
there is limited selective pressure to eliminate an inconsequential site, particularly
if the stoichiometry of the phosphate incorporation is low. Thus, identifying the
functional consequence of a given phosphorylation event is of utmost importance.
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III. Materials and Methods
Cell culture, transfection, harvest
Human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified
Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% Lglutamine at 5% CO2. Generally, cells were reverse-transfected using Fugene 6
according to manufacturer’s protocol. 1.5 µg of plasmid(s) was used in
transfections, and cells were harvested 36-40 hours post-transfection. After
indicated treatments as described in the results section and figure legends, cells
were washed twice with cold phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and lysed on ice
using cold lysis buffer (50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 1
mM EGTA, 0.2 mM Na3VO4, 100 mM NaF, 50 mM β-glycerophosphate, 10%
glycerol, 0.1% Triton X-100, 1.6 µg/mL aprotinin, 0.1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl
fluoride, and 10 µg/mL each: Na-p-tosyl L-lysine chloromethyl ester, Na-p-tosyl Larginine methyl ester, Na-p-tosyl L-lysine chloromethyl ketone, pepstatin A,
leupeptin). After 15 minutes on ice, lysates were quick frozen in N2 (l) and thawed
on ice, followed by centrifugation for 15 minutes at 16,000 xg in a microfuge at
4o C. Supernatants were stored at -80o C until further analysis.
Plasmids and antibodies
Human RSP3H in a pSPORT6 vector was obtained from ATCC and cloned into
pCMV7.1 N-terminal 3xFLAG vector for mammalian expression. Site-directed
mutagenesis was performed to generate RSP3H ERK1/2 phosphorylation site and
AKAP-binding mutants. pCMV7.1 3xFLAG-RSP3H truncation mutants were
also generated. Mouse monoclonal antibodies against PKA RIIα or RIIβ were
obtained from BD Biosciences Transduction Laboratories (San Jose, CA). Rabbit
anti-PRKAR2A/PKA-RIIalpha antibody was obtained from Bethyl Laboratories
Inc (Montgomery, TX). Normal mouse or rabbit control IgG were purchased from
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Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA). The anti-Myc antibody was obtained
from the National Cell Culture Center. Mouse monoclonal anti-MAP kinase,
activated (diphosphorylated) ERK-1&2 and mouse monoclonal anti-FLAG M2
antibodies were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). The ERK1/2
antibodies Y691 and X837 are as described (Boulton and Cobb, 1991). The MEK
inhibitor, U0126, was obtained from Promega (Madison, WI).
Purification of recombinant His6-RSP3
Rosetta Escherichia coli cells were transformed with pHis-parallel vector
containing RSP3 and grown in culture until a turbidity measuring of OD600 = 0.5.
Cells were induced with 400 µM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG)
and grown at 30o C overnight (~20 hours). Cells were pelleted (3,000 rpm for 20
minutes), resuspended in GTE (50 mM glucose, 25 mM Tris pH 8.0 and 10 mM
EDTA pH 8.0), subjected to centrifugation and pelleting once more, flash frozen
in N2 (l) and stored overnight at -80o C. The next day, samples were thawed on ice
and mixed with 1 mL of sonication buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 8.0, 0.1 M NaCl, 1
mM β-mercaptoethanol) and 2 µg of Tris-saturated lysozyme. Samples were
vortexed and incubated on ice for 60 minutes prior to sonication using a
microprobe tip. Samples were subjected to four 10-second on/off pulses at 50%
amplitude. Next, disrupted samples were centrifuged at 35,000 rpm for 45
minutes using a TLA45 rotor. Both pellet and supernatant were saved/stored at 80o C. His6-RSP3 was found predominantly in the cell pellet, most likely in
inclusion bodies or aggresomes, thus the pellet was subjected to 8 M guanidineHCl extraction and stepwise dialysis. Briefly, the previous cell pellet was
resuspended in 40 mL resuspension buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 8.0, 0.1 M NaCl,
0.1% Triton X-100, and 1 mM β-mercaptoethanol) with PMSF, leupeptin,
aprotinin and a protease inhibitor cocktail (as described in the cell harvest
methods). The resuspension was sonicated and re-centrifuged at 30,000 rpm in a
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Ti45 rotor for 40 minutes. The pellet was then resuspended in 20 mL extraction
buffer (50 mM HEPES pH 8.0, 5 mM EDTA, 8 M guanidine-HCl and 1 mM βmercaptoethanol), homogenized using a Polytron homogenizer and centrifuged at
30,000 rpm for 40 minutes in a Ti45 rotor. The subsequent supernatant was
diluted to 4 M guanidine-HCl prior to attempting to load sample onto a Ni-NTA
agarose gravity-flow column and eluting with a two-step 30 mM and 150 mM
imidazole wash. Assaying the eluate indicated that His6-RSP3 did not bind to the
column during sample loading prior to imidazole elution. Thus, the unbound
material was collected and stepwise dialyzed to 2 M and then guanidine-HCl-free
buffer. However, protein precipitated during the last dialysis step. Finally,
precipitated His6-RSP3 was resuspended in 1 mL 1xPBS. Protein concentration
was determined to be approximately 1 mg/mL by Coomassie blue staining of
proteins resolved on a 12% SDS-polyacrylamide gel loaded with increasing
volumes of His6-RSP3 compared to known amounts of bovine serum albumin
(BSA).
Immunoprecipitation
For immunoprecipitations, cell extracts containing 1 mg total protein were precleared with 30 µL of protein A-Sepharose beads for 1 hour at 4o C prior to
incubation with the indicated primary antibodies (1:250 dilution) at 4o C
overnight. The following day, 30 µL of protein A-Sepharose beads was incubated
with the lysate for 2 hours at 4o C. The beads were centrifuged at 5000 xg for 3
minutes prior to three 10-minute washes with IP wash buffer (10 mM Tris pH 7.4,
5 mM MgCl2, 500 mM NaCl). The beads were subsequently boiled in Laemmli
sample buffer (2% SDS, 10% glycerol, 5% β-mercaptoethanol, 0.01%
bromophenol blue, 50 mM Tris HCl) and subjected to SDS-PAGE. Proteins were
electrotransferred to nitrocellulose membranes (Millipore, Billerica, MA).
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Membranes were blocked with 5% nonfat powdered milk in 20 mM Tris, pH 7.5,
0.15 M NaCl (TBS) for 2 hours at 4o C, incubated with the primary antibody
overnight at 4o C, followed by incubation with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated
secondary antibody diluted 1:2000 in 5% milk in TBS for 1 hour at room
temperature. Proteins were detected by enhanced chemiluminescence. In some
cases, immunoblots were analyzed by densitometry using Image J.
Immunoprecipitation kinase assays
After washing the immunoprecipitates with IP wash buffer, protein A-Sepharose
beads were washed with kinase wash buffer (10 mM HEPES pH 8.0, 10 mM
MgCl2). Beads were subsequently resuspended in kinase buffer (10 mM HEPES
pH 8.0, 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM 1,4-dithiothreitol, 1 mM benzamidine).
Recombinant active, phosphorylated ERK2 and purified catalytic subunit of PKA
were used as enzymes. IP kinase assays were performed at 30o C for 10 minutes.
Reactions contained 10 µCi of [γ-32P]-ATP and a final concentration of 10 µM
ATP in a 30 µL total reaction volume (300 pmol of total ATP, 0.033 µCi/pmol
ATP, resulting in ~69597 cpm/pmol ATP; 2.22*106 dpm/µCi and assuming a
counting efficiency of 0.95). Reactions were quenched with Laemmli sample
buffer and boiled at 100o C for 5 minutes. Samples were resolved on 12% SDSpolyacrylamide gels, stained with Coomassie blue, dried and analyzed using
autoradiography.
Phosphoamino acid analysis
1µg of His6-RSP3 phosphorylated in vitro with pERK2 was hydrolyzed with 6 N
HCl and the products were resolved by electrophoresis on a thin layer plate using
a Hunter apparatus as previously described (Hunter and Sefton, 1980; Kamps and
Sefton, 1989). Phosphorylated residues were compared to migration of known
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phosphoamino acid standards: phosphoserine, phosphothreonine and
phosphotyrosine visualized with ninhydrin.
Quantification and statistical analyses
Results are expressed as means ± SEM determined from at least three independent
experiments. Statistical significance was calculated using paired or unpaired twotail t-tests and is indicated in the figure legends. Densitometric quantification of
immunoblots was performed using Image J. Scanned images of film exposed with
intensities of bands in the linear range as determined by exposure of a
sensitometer imprinting an intensity gradient on the film were used for all
quantification analyses.
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IV. Results
RSP3/RSP3H are interacting proteins and substrates for ERK1/2
The interaction between ERK2 and RSP3 was found by our lab through a yeast
two-hybrid screen designed to identify interacting proteins that have a higher
affinity for the phosphorylated, active form of ERK2. Yeast were transformed
with bait vectors, either containing an ERK2 and constitutively active MEK1
(MEK1R4F) co-expression plasmid, ERK2 or MEK1R4F alone, along with a
mouse brain cDNA library as prey. Growth on restrictive medium and βgalactosidase activity were used as readouts for an interaction (Table 3.1). To
confirm the yeast two-hybrid finding, 3xFLAG-tagged RSP3H, the longer human
isoform, and Myc epitope-tagged ERK2 were overexpressed in HEK293 or HeLa
cells and reciprocally co-immunoprecipitated. Overexpressed RSP3H also coimmunoprecipitated with endogenous ERK1 (Figure 3.4). Despite a theoretical
molecular weight of 64 kDa (67 kDa with the 3xFLAG epitope), 3xFLAGRSP3H migrates between 75-90 kDa on a 12% SDS-polyacrylamide gel. This
slower migration is a characteristic of other AKAPs, and is due to the exposed
charge of the amphipathic helical domain.
FLAG-tagged truncation mutants of RSP3H, amino acids 1-476, 1-187, and 187476 all co-immunoprecipitated with endogenous ERK1, suggesting that multiple,
different ERK1/2 binding motifs may exist in RSP3H (Figure 3.5). However,
binding of 187-476 to ERK1 was significantly diminished. Thus, the first 187
amino acids of RSP3H appear to primarily contribute to the affinity of the
RSP3H-ERK interaction. Numerous substrates, including RSP3H, contain
multiple binding domains for ERK. Consequently, three apparent putative FXF
motifs within RSP3H were mutated; however, all resulting mutants were able to
co-immunoprecipitate with ERK1 (Figure 3.6). To test whether ERK1/2 activity
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affected the interaction in a mammalian cell system, HEK293 cells expressing
3xFLAG-RSP3H were treated with the MEK1/2 inhibitor, U0126, which inhibits
the subsequent activation of ERK1/2, or DMSO as a control for 10 minutes prior
to immunoprecipitation of endogenous ERK1. No apparent difference in coimmunoprecipitation of RSP3H with ERK1 was observed between the controland U0126-treated samples.
In vitro kinase assays performed with recombinant phosphorylated ERK2
(pERK2) and immunoprecipitated RSP3H from HEK293 lysate or recombinant
His6-RSP3 showed that RSP3 and RSP3H are indeed substrates. Recombinant
His6-RSP3 was generated for antibody production and for use in in vitro kinase
assays for phospho-residue identification (Figure 3.8). Phosphoamino acid
analysis indicates that pERK2 phosphorylates predominantly threonine in
RSP3/RSP3H, and in silico prediction of consensus ERK1/2 phosphorylation
motifs suggested the major site to be threonine 286. Mutation of threonine 286 to
alanine in RSP3H (T286A) attenuated phosphorylation by ERK2 greater than
60% in immunoprecipitation kinase assays (Figure 3.9). 32P labeling indicated that
RSP3H is phosphorylated upon stimulation of cells with EGF (Figure 3.10).
Radiolabeled phosphate incorporation into RSP3H was diminished by pretreatment with the MEK1/2 inhibitor U0126, suggesting that at least a portion of
this phosphorylation is ERK1/2 dependent. Furthermore, the extent of
radiolabeled phosphate incorporation into RSP3H T286A was much less than that
into wild-type, suggesting that threonine 286 is the major ERK1/2
phosphorylation site in cells. Radiolabled phosphate incorporation was not
completely abolished, indicating that threonine 286 may not be the only site that
is phosphorylated upon stimulus with EGF and that ERK1/2 are presumably not
the only protein kinases that phosphorylate RSP3H in cells. Truncation mutants of
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3xFLAG-RSP3H were also used as substrates for pERK2 in immunoprecipitation
kinase assays, and all were phosphorylated in vitro (Figure 3.11).
Mammalian RSP3H is an AKAP and a substrate for PKA
Chlamydomonas RSP3 has been shown to bind to the regulatory subunits of PKA
in vitro in a similar manner to other known AKAPs. Orthologs of RSP3 exist in a
variety of species, all of which contain a highly conserved similar sequence in the
AKAP R-subunit binding domain (see Figure 3.2). Along these lines, we tested
whether the human isoform of RSP3H has a similar AKAP function.
Overexpressed RSP3H co-immunoprecipitated with endogenous RIIα and RIIβ the regulatory subunits of PKA known to sequester the tetrameric holoenzyme to
discrete subcellular locales (Figure 3.11). Mutation of residues threonine 325 and
isoleucine 326 to alanines within the amphipathic helix of RSP3H, which are
critical for PKA regulatory subunit binding, disrupted the co-immunoprecipitation
interaction observed with overexpressed wild-type RSP3H (Figure 3.13; Figure
3.14). In vitro kinase assays indicated that the purified catalytic subunit of PKA
(PKAc) phosphorylates both wild-type and T286A mutant 3xFLAG-RSP3H
similarly, although the site(s) remain to be determined (Figure 3.15).
ERK1/2 phosphorylation regulates AKAP function
We next decided to pursue whether phosphorylation of RSP3H by ERK1/2 has
any consequence on RSP3H function. Mutating the ERK1/2 phosphorylation site
in RSP3H affects its ability to co-immunoprecipitate with the regulatory subunits
of PKA. Co-immunoprecipitation of the T286A mutant with endogenous RIIα or
RIIβ was enhanced by approximately 1.8 fold compared to wild-type
overexpressed 3xFLAG-RSP3H (Figure 3.16). However, treating cells with the
MEK1/2 inhibitor, U0126, which inhibits the subsequent activation of ERK1/2,
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diminished the interaction of RSP3H with endogenous RIIα. HEK293 cells
expressing 3xFLAG-RSP3H were treated with fresh medium (containing 10%
fetal bovine serum) and 10 µM U0126 or DMSO as a control for 10 minutes prior
to immunoprecipitation of RIIα (Figure 3.17). Stimulation with fresh serumcontaining medium caused an expected increase in phospho-ERK1/2 and this
activity was decreased in U0126-treated samples. Treatment with U0126 caused
an approximate 67% decrease in RSP3H pull-down with RIIα, suggesting that
inhibiting ERK1/2 activity correlates with decreased AKAP function of RSP3H,
contrary to what is expected based on the results obtained from the RSP3H
T286A mutant interaction with RIIα. To further examine the interaction between
RSP3H and RIIα, a time course analysis of the effects of serum and U0126
treatment upon the interaction was performed. In this experiment, the culture
medium of RSP3H-transfected HEK293 cells was changed to fresh serumcontaining medium supplemented with 10 µM U0126 or DMSO as a control for
the indicated times – 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 30, and 60 minutes – prior to lysis (Figure
3.18). The difference in the amount of RSP3H that co-immunoprecipitated with
endogenous RIIα was negligible between untreated and samples treated with
serum plus DMSO (control) for 1 minute, however, the amount of coimmunoprecipitated RSP3H decreased from 1 minute up to 5 minutes after new
serum-containing medium was added to the cells. The interaction between RIIα
and RSP3H was consistently diminished in the presence of U0126 over the time
course of the experiment with an average two-fold reduction in RSP3H pulled
down with RIIα at all time points measured (Table 3.2). Thus, inhibiting ERK1/2
activity appears to negatively regulate the AKAP function of RSP3H.
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V. Discussion
Mammalian RSP3H is a novel ERK1/2 interacting AKAP; mutating residues
within the amphipathic helix of RSP3H, disrupted its interaction with RIIα,
indicating that human RSP3H is a bona fide AKAP. The ERK-RSP3H interaction
is likely to be due to direct binding, as it was initially identified through yeast
two-hybrid analysis. This is the first evidence indicating that the human ortholog
of RSP3 is an AKAP as well as the first describing it to directly bind to the
ERK1/2 MAP kinases. In vitro binding studies of purified proteins need to be
performed to definitively confirm the nature of this interaction. The yeast twohybrid screen that produced RSP3 as an interacting protein was designed to
identify proteins that have a higher affinity for the phosphorylated and active form
of ERK2. Based on β-galactosidase activity, mammalian RSP3 bound 2.5 times
better to pERK2 compared to inactive ERK2 under the assay conditions. We
confirmed this interaction through co-immunoprecipitation studies and have
discerned the minimal interacting region, amino acids 1-187, that appears to
contribute to the majority of the affinity of the ERK-RSP3H interaction.
Inhibiting ERK1/2 activation with U0126 did not disrupt the ability of RSP3H to
co-immunoprecipitate with endogenous ERK. Corollary experiments using EGF
and forskolin to activate the ERK1/2 and PKA signaling pathways respectively,
did not cause an apparent change in co-immunoprecipitation (data not shown).
We have not been successful in determining whether the RSP3H-ERK interaction
is affected by modulating ERK1/2 activity in the cell, as it has proved difficult to
measure changes in amounts of overexpressed RSP3H co-immunoprecipitating
with endogenous ERK1. Titrating levels of transfected plasmids encoding RSP3H
transcripts may prove useful in enhancing the sensitivity of the interaction to
ligands that stimulate cAMP production or cause downstream activation of
ERK1/2.
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RSP3H contains several FXF sequences, however mutating these individually did
not disrupt the interaction as observed by co-immunoprecipitation. These data as
well as the truncation mutant co-immunoprecipitation experiments suggest the
presence of another ERK1/2 interacting motif within RSP3H as well as the
possibility of multiple binding motifs that contribute to the interaction. Amino
acids 15-20 of RSP3H may encode a putative D-domain; mutagenic analysis of
this region and the combinatorial disruption of all three FXF sequences require
further exploration.
Here we pinpoint the major ERK1/2 phosphorylation site in RSP3H, threonine
286 (within a P-P-T-P motif), in vitro and in cells. Mutating threonine 286 to
alanine, however, only decreased 32P-incorporation in vitro by approximately
69%, suggesting that other ERK1/2 phosphorylation sites may exist. 32P-labeling
experiments of cells transfected with wild-type or T286A mutant RSP3H also
support this notion. EGF treatment resulted in some 32P incorporation into RSP3H
T286A, although less than into wild-type. EGF-stimulated phosphorylation of
RSP3H T286A was marginally decreased with pretreatment with U0126,
indicating that an additional site in RSP3H was phosphorylated in an ERK1/2dependent manner. U0126 treatment did not completely reduce EGF-stimulated
32

P incorporation to basal levels in both wild-type and T286A RSP3H, arguing

that other kinases may be phosphorylating RSP3H upon treatment with EGF.
Additionally, 32P incorporation in RSP3H T286A was further suppressed
compared to wild-type under basal conditions (treatment with U0126 alone),
indicating that other stimuli may induce ERK1/2 to phosphorylate RSP3H.
Further examination of the cell context- and ligand-dependent manner by which
ERK1/2 and other protein kinases phosphorylate RSP3/RSP3H is required.
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Truncation mutants of RSP3H were phosphorylated in vitro, and despite the
artificial nature of such reactions, all contain putative ERK1/2 phosphorylation
sites. Serine 99 is one such site and could account for ERK phosphorylating the 1187 amino acid truncation mutant. Phosphoamino acid analysis performed on
recombinant His6-RSP3, the short form, only indicated 32P-labeled threonine, but
as it lacks the N-terminal 142 amino acids of RSP3H, serine 99 (L-L-S-P) could
have been missed. Immunoprecipitated full-length 3xFLAG-RSP3H did not yield
sufficient radiolabel counts to determine site-specific phosphate incorporation
using phosphoamino acid analysis. Threonine 243, within a P-Q-T-P motif, is
another likely ERK1/2-phosphorylation site.
PKA phosphorylates RSP3H in vitro, and this phosphorylation is not dependent
on ERK1/2 phosphorylation at least in vitro, as T286A and wild-type RSP3H
were equally phosphorylated by PKA. RSP3/RSP3H contain multiple PKA
phosphorylation consensus motifs, R-X-X-S/T-φ, with threonine 21 being a high
stringency Scansite 2.0 predicted PKA phospho-site (Obenauer et al., 2003).
Other potential sites within consensus motifs include: S156, T202, S216, T243,
T286, and S530. From the in vitro immunoprecipitation kinase assay, threonine
286 is most likely not a PKA phosphorylation site; however, it could be
phosphorylated by PKA in vivo, as certain residues can be phosphorylated by
multiple kinases, providing additional layers of complexity in regulating protein
function. PKA phosphorylation sites need to be further explored using massspectrometric or phosphoamino acid analysis.
Inhibiting ERK1/2 activation and subsequent activity decreases the amount of
overexpressed RSP3H that co-immunoprecipitates with endogenous RIIα.
Mutating the ERK1/2 phosphorylation site in RSP3H to an alanine, however,
increases the capacity of RSP3H to co-immunoprecipitate with RIIα. A few
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possibilities might explain the apparently incongruous outcomes of these two
experiments. Firstly, mutating the ERK1/2 phosphorylation site in RSP3H to an
alanine may cause a conformational change that affects RIIα binding in a distinct
manner from (de)-phosphorylation of the residue. The T286A mutation could
result in a conformational rearrangement in RSP3H that is more conducive to
binding to RIIα, independent of phospho-regulation of that site. Moreover, the
structurally distinct RSP3H T286A could have a higher affinity for the regulatory
subunits of PKA than wild-type RSP3H. Secondly, as seen in the serumstimulation time course experiments, increased ERK1/2 activity could result in
increased phosphorylation of RSP3H and dissociation from the PKA holoenzyme.
Alternatively, PKA could be activated by serum stimulation, releasing the C
subunits and causing a concomitant dissociation from its cognate AKAP.
However, it is believed that the R subunits remain dimerized even as the C
subunits are released, so the R subunit-AKAP interaction may not be impaired
(Zhao et al., 1998). The decreasing interaction of RSP3H with RIIα observed at
early time points after addition of fresh serum-containing medium was consistent
with the T286A mutant experiments, and U0126 treatment appeared to reverse
this phenomenon – U0126 treatment for 1 and 2.5 minutes caused greater than
50% reduction in RIIα co-immunoprecipitation, whereas U0126 treatment for 5
and 10 minutes resulted in 25% and 38% reduction respectively (Figure 3.17;
Table 3.2). Thirdly, the diminishing interacting capacity caused by U0126 may be
due to the fact that U0126 may have additional effects upon the function of
RSP3H, perhaps conformationally or spatially inhibiting its interaction with the
regulatory subunits of PKA. Fourthly, mutating the major ERK1/2
phosphorylation site within RSP3H could release its subcellular restriction,
altering the localization of RSP3H within the cell, causing an increased
availability to a greater pool of PKA and the observed increase in co-IP with
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RIIα. The dynamic and regulated localization of RSP3H by ERK1/2 is an
intriguing hypothesis, as RSP3H contains several regions that may encode a
putative monopartite or bipartite nuclear localization signal (NLS). How mutating
the ERK1/2 phosphorylation site and other pharmacological manipulations affect
the AKAP function of RSP3H remains to be elucidated, particularly through more
extensive structure-function and cell biological studies.
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Figure 3.1. Alignment of RSP3 AKAP domain with known AKAPs.
Alignment of Chlamydomonas RSP3 AKAP amphipathic helix (amino acids 161178) with the RII-binding domains of known AKAPs. Residues in bold indicate
identical or conservatively substituted amino acids, and residues with an asterisk
above indicate residues required for RII-binding. Reprinted with permission from
Gaillard et al., 2001.
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Figure 3.2. Higher eukaryotic orthologs of RSP3. Alignment of
Chlamydomonas RSP3 AKAP domain with a proposed similar region in
drosophila, human, and mouse. Residues in bold indicate identical or conserved
amino acids, while the residues with asterisks above are required for RII-binding.
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Figure 3.3. Amino acid sequence of human RSP3/RSP3H. Sequence analysis
of RSP3/RSP3H indicated several regions of interest, including PKA (highlighted
in red) and ERK (highlighted in green) phosphorylation site consensus motifs as
well as a conserved RII-binding region (blue). Threonine 21, within a R-R-X-S/T-

φ region, is a putative PKA phosphorylation site while ERK phosphorylates
threonine 286. Threonine 243 (P-Q-T-P) is a putative ERK phosphorylation site
as well. ERK-interacting domains include three putative FXF motifs (highlighted
in grey) – phenylalanines (F) at positions 53, 308, and 422 in the primary
sequence. Highlighted in orange is the putative D motif, LAKRRR.
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Figure 3.4. RSP3H and ERK1/2 co-immunoprecipitate. A. 3xFLAG-tagged
RSP3H was expressed in HEK293 cells and co-immunoprecipitated with
endogenous ERK1 (X837 antibody as described in the methods). B. Reciprocal
immunoprecipitation of RSP3H and ERK2. 3xFLAG-RSP3H was co-expressed
with Myc-ERK2 in HeLa cells and immunoprecipitated (IP) and immunoblotted
(IB) with the indicated antibodies. WCL = whole cell lysate, IgG = normal rabbit
IgG control antibody.
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Figure 3.5. Domain analysis of RSP3H interaction with ERK. Truncation
mutants of 3xFLAG-RSP3H were expressed in HEK293 cells and coimmunoprecipitated with endogenous ERK1. FL = full length. Amino acids 1-187
correspond to the sequence N-terminal to the conserved radial spoke protein
domain, which spans amino acids 187-476.
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Figure 3.6. FXF mutants co-immunoprecipitate with ERK1. Three F to A
substitutions within putative FXF motifs of full-length RSP3H were generated
using site-directed mutagenesis. 3xFLAG-RSP3H FXF mutants were expressed in
HEK293 cells and co-immunoprecipitated with endogenous ERK1.
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Figure 3.7. Inhibiting ERK1/2 activity does not disrupt the RSP3H-ERK
interaction. HEK293 cells expressing 3xFLAG-RSP3H were treated with 10 µM
U0126 or DMSO as a control for 10 minutes prior to lysis and
immunoprecipitation of endogenous ERK1. Samples were immunoblotted (IB)
with the indicated antibodies. WCL = whole cell lysate. No apparent difference in
co-immunoprecipitation was observed between the control- and U0126-treated
samples.
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Figure 3.8. Purification of His6-RSP3. Human 6x-histidine-tagged RSP3 (418
amino acids) was purified for use in in vitro kinase assays as well as to generate
rabbit antisera (polyclonal antibody population) to detect endogenous protein. A.
Semi-quantitative determination of purified, recombinant His6-RSP3 sample
concentration. Coomassie stain of a 12% SDS-PAGE loaded with increasing
volumes (µL) of His6-RSP3 compared to increasing amounts of BSA (µg). B.
Immunoblot of purified His6-RSP3 using an anti-His6 antibody. A His6-Tao2
fragment was used as a positive control (+)
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Figure 3.9. ERK phosphorylates RSP3H on threonine 286. A. Phosphoamino
acid analysis of RSP3. In vitro pERK2 phosphorylated His6-RSP3 was
hydrolyzed with 6 N HCl and the products were resolved using thin layer
electrophoresis on a Hunter apparatus. Phosphorylated residues were compared to
migration of known phosphoamino acid standards visualized with ninhydrin. B.
Overexpressed 3xFLAG-RSP3H wild-type (wt) or T286A mutant was
immunoprecipitated (IP) from HEK293 cells and used as substrate for an in vitro
immunoprecipitation kinase reaction with recombinant phosphorylated, active
ERK2 (pERK2) as the kinase. Graph represents quantification of 32Pincorporation of RSP3H bands via scintillation counts, normalized to wild-type.
Mean of T286A = 0.31. Data represents mean ± SEM. n = 3. Significance was
determined using a one-tailed t-test with an obtained p-value = 0.0196.
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Figure 3.10. ERK1/2 phosphorylate RSP3H in cells. HEK293 overexpressing
3xFLAG-RSP3H wt or T286A were serum starved in 0% FBS for 20 hours,
labeled with 1 mCi/mL 32P orthophosphate and treated with 10 µM U0126 (as
indicated) for 60 minutes followed by stimulation with 10 ng/mL EGF for 10
minutes (as indicated). 3xFLAG-RSP3H was immunoprecipitated (IP) and
assayed for radiolabeled-phosphate incorporation. Immunoblots (IB) with the
indicated antibodies were performed on the IP and whole cell lysate (WCL)
samples. Graph represents fold 32P-incorporation based on a ratio of CPM
(determined via scintillation counts) to IP band (determined via densitometry)
normalized to U0126-treated wild-type sample.
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Figure 3.10. ERK1/2 phosphorylate RSP3H in cells (continued).
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Figure 3.11. Immunoprecipitation kinase assays of RSP3H truncation
mutants. Overexpressed 3xFLAG-RSP3H full-length (FL) or indicated truncation
mutants were immunoprecipitated with α-FLAG antibody and subjected to in
vitro kinase assays with recombinant phosphorylated, active ERK2 (pERK2) as
the kinase. Graph represents quantification of 32P-incorporation into RSP3H
bands via scintillation counts. CPM = counts per minute.
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Figure 3.11. Immunoprecipitation kinase assays of RSP3H truncation
mutants (continued).
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Figure 3.12. RSP3H co-immunoprecipitates with endogenous RIIα/β.
Endogenous RIIα or RIIβ were immunoprecipitated (IP) from the HEK293 cells
expressing 3xFLAG-RSP3H. Samples were immunoblotted (IB) with the
indicated antibodies. WCL = whole cell lysate.
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Figure 3.13. Human RSP3H contains an AKAP (RII-binding) domain.
Domain structure of the AKAP domain of human RSP3H. Site-directed
mutagenesis of threonine 325 and isoleucine 326 to alanine disrupted the Rsubunit interaction.
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Figure 3.14. RSP3H is an A-kinase anchoring protein. Endogenous RIIα was
immunoprecipitated (IP) from the HEK293 cells expressing 3xFLAG-RSP3H wt
or the AKAP-defective mutant, T325A, I326A, isoform. Empty vector was used
as a negative control. Samples were immunoblotted (IB) with the indicated
antibodies. WCL = whole cell lysates. Data represents mean ± SEM. n = 3. The
fold change in interaction was determined by normalizing arbitrary units (AU) of
intensity (measured by densitometry) of the α-FLAG IP band to the intensity of
WCL band and calculating fold difference. T325A, I326A mean value = 0.33.
Significance was analyzed using a one-tailed t-test with an obtained p-value =
0.0015.
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Figure 3.14. RSP3H is an A-kinase anchoring protein (continued).
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Figure 3.15. PKA phosphorylates RSP3H. Mutation of the major ERK1/2
phosphorylation site does not affect phosphorylation by PKA in vitro. A.
Overexpressed 3xFLAG-RSP3H wt or T286A was immunoprecipitated from
HEK293 cells and used as substrate for an in vitro IP kinase reaction with
recombinant pERK2 (active ERK2) or purified catalytic subunit of PKA (PKAc)
as the kinase. B. Quantification of 32P-incorporation into RSP3H bands via
scintillation counts.
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Figure 3.16. RSP3H wt versus T286A co-immunoprecipitation with RIIα.
Mutating the major ERK1/2 phosphorylation site increases the amount of RSP3H
that co-immunoprecipitates with the R-subunit of PKA. Endogenous RIIα was
immunoprecipitated (IP) from the HEK293 cells expressing 3xFLAG-RSP3H wt,
T286A, or empty vector as a negative control. Samples were immunoblotted (IB)
with the indicated antibodies. WCL = whole cell lysates. Data represents mean ±
SEM. n = 6. Fold change in interaction based on normalizing arbitrary units (AU)
of intensity of the IP band to the WCL band intensity and measuring fold
difference between wt and T286A RSP3H. T286A mean value = 1.8. Significance
was determined using a one-tailed t-test with an obtained p-value = 0.0055.
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Figure 3.17. RSP3H co-immunoprecipitates with RIIα ± U0126. Inhibiting
ERK activity with 10 µM U0126 for 10 minutes decreases the amount of RSP3H
that co-immunoprecipitates with endogenous RIIα. Endogenous RIIα was
immunoprecipitated (IP) from HEK293 cells expressing wild-type 3xFLAGRSP3H. Samples were immunoblotted (IB) with the indicated antibodies. WCL =
whole cell lysate. Data represents mean ± SEM. n = 3. Fold change in interaction
based on the ratio of the intensity (AU) of α-FLAG IP band to the intensity of the
WCL band, normalized to the RIIα IP band intensity and measuring fold
difference between ± U0126. The mean value for U0126 = 0.325, which indicates
a 67.5% reduction in interaction compared to the DMSO-treated control.
Statistical significance was analyzed using a two-tailed t-test with an obtained pvalue = 0.0139.
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Figure 3.17. RSP3H co-immunoprecipitates with RIIα ± U0126 (continued).
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Figure 3.18. RSP3H co-immunoprecipitation with RIIα over a U0126 time
course. Inhibiting ERK1/2 activity for 1-60 minutes with 10 µM U0126
diminishes the amount of RSP3H that co-immunoprecipitates with endogenous
RIIα. A. HEK293 cells expressing 3xFLAG-RSP3H were stimulated with fresh
serum-containing medium with 10 µM U0126 or DMSO as a control for the
indicated times. RIIα was immunoprecipitated and probed for 3xFLAG-RSP3H in
the pulldown. Whole cell lysate represents 5% of the total input used for the
immunoprecipitation. Phospho and total ERK1/2 in the WCL were also
immunoblotted. B. Fold change in interaction of RSP3H RIIα. Values were
obtained via ratiometric analysis of the intensity (AU) of α-FLAG IP band to the
intensity of the WCL band, normalized to the RIIα IP band intensity and
measuring fold difference between ± U0126 over time. Data represent mean ±
SEM. n = 3. Statistical significance was analyzed using a two-tailed t-test with
obtained p-values as indicated on the graph. C. Graph of the pERK1/2 over the
given time course ± U0126.
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Figure 3.18. RSP3H co-immunoprecipitation with RIIα over a U0126 time
course (continued).
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Table 3.1. Initial identification of RSP3. A yeast two-hybrid screen was
performed to identify interacting proteins that have a higher affinity for the
phosphorylated, active form of ERK2 compared to the unphosphorylated, inactive
form of ERK2. RSHL2 is the mouse ortholog of RSP3. MEK1R4F is a
constitutively active form of MEK1. Other interacting proteins identified include:
kinesin heavy chain member 2a (KIF2A), a subunit of the kinesin 2 motor protein
and the synaptic vesicle-associated protein, synapsin II.
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Time
(min)

% Control
(U0126/DMSO)

Fold decrease
(DMSO/U0126)

1

42

2.4

2.5

47

2.1

5

75

1.3

10

62

1.6

30

43

2.3

60

53

1.9

Table 3.2. Quantification of RSP3H co-immunoprecipitation with RIIα over
a U0126 time course.
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CHAPTER 4. EXAMINING THE CELLULAR FUNCTIONS OF
RSP3/RSP3H
I. Abstract
RSP3 is an established component of the Chlamydomonas flagellum and is
required for motility (Luck et al, 1977; Piperno et al., 1981). Additionally, RSP3
is suggested to be present only in motile cilia and motile-ciliated cells (e.g.
tracheal epithelial and bronchial epithelial cells) (Ostrowski et al., 2002;
Wirschell et al., 2008). Primary cilia are immotile and lack the inner microtubule
doublet and the radial spoke complexes that connect the outer microtubule ring to
the inner pair, apparently obviating the need for RSP3. Interestingly, expression
analysis of mRNA suggests RSP3/RSP3H is present in several different cell types
that are thought to only contain a single primary cilium. Immunofluorescence
staining of primary cilia-containing cells indicates that RSP3/RSP3H has a
nuclear punctate distribution and localizes to promyelocytic leukemia (PML)
bodies. These findings raise the possibility that RSP3/RSP3H may also have
functions outside of cilia in both primary- and motile-ciliated cells.
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II. Introduction
RSP3 is one of at least 23 identified radial spoke proteins of the radial spoke
complex in the bi-flagellated, unicellular green-algae Chlamydomonas reinhardtii
(Yang et al., 2006). The radial spoke complex is structurally conserved in motileciliated systems with the classical 9+2 axonemal structure – a ring of 9 outer
microtubule pairs surrounding an inner pair of microtubules – and connects the
outer and inner microtubule doublets analogous to bicycle wheel spokes (Figure
4.1). RSP3 has been shown to localize to motile cilia in mammals (see Figure 2.2)
(Ostrowski et al., 2002; Wirschell et al., 2008). Interestingly, RSP3 has a fairly
ubiquitous tissue distribution; expressed-sequence tag (EST) and Northern
analysis indicates the presence of RSP3/RSP3H mRNA transcript in tissues not
thought to contain specialized motile-ciliated cells (Koukoulas et al., 2004) (Table
4.1). Despite EST sequencing and evidence from Koukoulas and colleagues
showing expression of RSP3/RSP3H in developing and adult mouse brain, a
paucity of information exists regarding the expression (mRNA and/or protein) and
function of RSP3 and RSP3H in other tissues and cell-types. Identifying the
functional consequence of RSP3/RSP3H expression in cells that do not contain
motile cilia will lead to identifying perhaps an evolutionarily conserved role for
these proteins in both primary- and motile-ciliated cells, outside of its required
function in mediating flagellar motility.
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III. Materials and methods
Cell culture and transfection
Mouse inner-medullary collecting duct 3 (IMCD3) cells stably expressing GFPtagged Somatostatin Receptor 3 were kindly provided by Winfield Sale (Emory
University) and were maintained in DMEM:F12 containing 10% FBS and 1% Lglutamine. RPE1 and U2OS cells were cultured similarly to HEK293 cells.
HEK293 cells were reverse-transfected with 2 µg of pCMV5 Myc-GFP-RSP3H
plasmid using Fugene 6 according to manufacturer’s protocol. RPE1 and U2OS
cells were transfected with 2-4 µg of plasmid expressing Myc-GFP-RSP3H using
Lipofectamine 2000 according to manufacturer’s protocol. Cells were
manipulated (i.e. fixed, permeabilized, and stained) 36-40 hours post-transfection.
Plasmids and antibodies
Human RSP3H was cloned into a pCMV5 N-terminal Myc-GFP vector for
mammalian expression. Mouse monoclonal anti-SAM68 (1:500 dilution) and
anti-PML (1:50 dilution; SC-966) were purchased from Santa Cruz
Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA). Mouse monoclonal anti-splicing factor SC-35
(1:1000 dilution) and anti-acetylated tubulin (1:1000 dilution) were obtained from
Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO). Alexa-Fluor® 546 nm-conjugated secondary goat
anti-mouse and 546 nm goat anti-rabbit antibodies (1:2000 dilution) were
obtained from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Affinity purified rabbit anti-RSP3
antibody was kindly provided by Winfield Sale (Emory University School of
Medicine, Atlanta, GA) and was generated as described in Wirschell et al., 2008.
RNA isolation/purification
RNA was isolated using TRI Reagent® Solution (Applied Biosystems
Cat#AM9738) according to manufacturer’s protocol. Following RNA isolation,
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and prior to cDNA synthesis, total RNA was DNAse treated at 37° C for 15
minutes, and the enzyme was heat inactivated at 75°C for 5 minutes and 70° C for
5 minutes. 10 µg of cDNA was generated using Applied Biosystems High
Capacity cDNA archive kit (catalog# 4322171) reverse transcription system and
random hexamer oligonucleotides.
Q-PCR
Quantitative PCR was performed with BioRad iTaq SYBR® green supermix with
ROX (catalog# 170-8851) on an ABI 7500 DNA Sequence Detection System
using standard fluorescent chemistries and thermal cycling conditions specified
by the manufacturer: 55° C for 2 minutes, 95° C for 10 minutes for one cycle, an
additional 40 cycles at 95° C for 15 seconds, and 55° C for 1 minute. To
determine specificity of primers and uniformity of product, a dissociation curve
was generated with the following cycling conditions: 57° C for 2 minutes, 95° C
for 15 seconds, 55° C for 1 minute, and 95° C for 15 seconds. SYBR green
supermix with ROX was purchased from Bio-Rad. 18S rRNA was used as an
internal expression control. Primers for human 18s are: forward 5’GACACGGACAGGATTGACAGATTG-3’ and reverse 5’TGCCAGAGTCTCGTTCGTTATCG-3’, generating a 122 bp product. 18s rRNA
mouse primers are: forward 5’-TTGACGGAAGGGCACCACCAG-3’ and
reverse 5’-GCACCACCACCCACGGAATCG-3’, generating a 130 bp product.
The primers for RSP3/RSP3H include: RSP3H exon 1 (sequence conserved in
human and mouse) forward 5’-CGGAACTGCCCGGAGTTC, reverse 5’TGTAAGTAGTGCCAAGGGC, RSP3H gene intra-exon 1-2 boundary (human
and mouse) forward 5’-GCAGCCAGATGAAGAACC, and intra-exon 3 (human
and mouse) reverse 5’-CTTGTTTTCTGGCAAGAGCC. RSP3H exon 1 forward
and reverse generates a 203 bp product in human and in mouse. Intra-exon 1-2
boundary forward and exon 3 reverse primers generate a 167 bp product. The
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human and mouse gene both contain 8 exons. Human exonic sequences
correspond to: 1-542 bp (exon 1), 543-630 bp (exon 2), 631-772 bp (exon 3), 773918 bp (exon 4), 919-1122 bp (exon 5), 1123-1285 bp (exon 6), 1286-1372 bp
(exon 7), and 1373-1683 bp (exon 8). Mouse exonic sequences correspond to: 1494 bp (exon 1), 495-582 bp (exon 2), 583-724 bp (exon 3), 725-870 bp (exon 4),
871-1074 bp (exon 5), 1075-1237 bp (exon 6), 1238-1324 bp (exon 7), and 13241551 bp (exon 8).
Qualitative PCR was performed using an Eppendorf Mastercycler gradient PCR
machine with the following cycling conditions: 95° C for 30 seconds followed by
an additional 30 cycles at 95° C for 15 seconds, 55° C for 1 minute, and 68° C for
1 minute.
Immunofluorescence
IMCD3 cells stably expressing GFP-Somatostatin Receptor 3 were plated onto
coverslips in 10cm dishes, grown to 70-80% confluency prior to serum
withdrawal (if indicated). After 40 hours, the cells on coverslips were washed
with PBS twice and fixed with 2% electron microscopy (EM) grade
paraformaldehyde (PFA) (EM Sciences, Hatfield, PA) in PHEM (50 mM PIPES
pH 6.9, 50 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 10 mM EGTA, 10 mM MgCl2) for 15-30 minutes
at room temperature. Cells were then permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 in
PHEM buffer containing 2% paraformaldehyde for 2 minutes at room
temperature. The coverslips were subsequently washed with TBS containing
0.05% Tween-20 (TBST) twice, 5 minutes each time. HEK293, RPE1 and U2OS
cells were plated onto coverslips and grown to 70-80% confluency prior to
fixation. Cells were then washed twice with PBS, and fixed with 2-4% PFA in
TBS for 5 minutes at room temperature. Coverslips were then washed twice with
TBS for 10 minutes each followed by permeabilization in 0.1-0.5% Triton X-100
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in TBS for 5 minutes at 4o C. Coverslips were then washed in TBS twice for 10
minutes each. Prior to incubation with indicated primary antibodies, the cells were
pre-hybridized in 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in TBS or TBST for 1 hour at
room temperature. The primary antibodies in the same solution were incubated
with cells overnight at 4o C. On the following day, after washing three times in
TBS for 10 minutes each, cells were incubated with Alexa-Fluor®-conjugated
secondary antibodies (1:2000 dilution) and with DAPI (1:10000) for 1 hour at
room temperature. Cells were then washed three times for 10 minutes each with
TBS prior to mounting onto slides with Aqua Poly/Mount (Polysciences Inc.,
Warrington, PA).
Microscopy and colocalization statistics
Images were taken on a Zeiss LSM510 META LSM microscope with a
Chameleon XR NIR laser at 63x magnification under oil immersion (na=1.518).
Colocalization was determined using the Imaris x64 software colocalization
module as described previously (Costes et al., 2004).
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IV. Results
RSP3/RSP3H are expressed in primary-ciliated cells
Qualitative and quantitative reverse-transcriptase (RT)-PCR were performed to
examine RSP3/RSP3H expression in several cell lines including: HEK293, RPE1,
human osteosarcoma (U2OS), rat pheochromocytoma (PC12), and mouse innermedullary collecting duct 3 (IMCD3) cells as well as primary human pancreatic
islets. All of these cells, which are believed to contain a single primary cilium,
express RSP3/RSP3H transcript. Products were derived from exon 1 of RSP3H or
a shared region in RSP3 and RSP3H, corresponding to a fragment spanning the
exon 1-2 boundary and exon 3 of RSP3H mRNA transcript (Figure 4.1).
Quantitative analysis of RSP3/RSP3H mRNA indicated that RSP3 mRNA is
approximately 250-300-fold more abundant than RSP3H in HEK293 and IMCD3
cells (Figure 4.2). We also generated an antibody against RSP3 to examine
endogenous protein expression in the various cell lysates, and the antibody
recognizes two prominent bands, most likely RSP3 and RSP3H, indicating that
both are expressed (Figure 4.3). The anti-RSP3 antibody also detected two
prominent bands, RSP3 and RSP3H, in HEK293 cells overexpressing 3xFLAGRSP3H. Subsequent experiments with our antibody failed to detect endogenous
RSP3/RSP3H protein in cell lysates; the antibody may be unstable or lacking
sensitivity in detecting proteins of low abundance, despite being able to detect as
little as 10 nanograms of purified His6-RSP3 via immunoblot (Figure 4.4).
RSP3/RSP3H localize to the nucleus and PML bodies
As primary cilia lack the inner pair of microtubules and radial spoke complexes,
we examined the intracellular localization of RSP3/RSP3H using an affinitypurified anti-RSP3 antibody as well as overexpressed Myc-GFP-RSP3H. IMCD3
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cells stably expressing GFP-tagged Somatostatin Receptor 3, which is enriched in
the primary cilium, displayed a punctate nuclear staining pattern of endogenous
RSP3/RSP3H (Figure 4.5). Furthermore, overexpressed Myc-GFP-RSP3H
localized to nuclear punctae in HEK293 cells. To visualize primary cilia, HEK293
cells were treated with 30µM nocodazole, a microtubule-depolymerizing agent,
for 2.5 hours to disrupt the abundant cytosolic acetylated tubulin, leaving only the
stabilized microtubule structures (e.g. primary cilia) intact (Figure 4.6). No
RSP3/RSP3H signal was observed in the primary cilium. The ambiguity in
whether the anti-RSP3 antibody recognizes RSP3 or RSP3H, or which species is
predominantly expressed endogenously, necessitates that RSP3/RSP3H is referred
to singularly.
Next, we sought to identify the nuclear sub-compartment to which RSP3/RSP3H
localizes. RPE1 and U2OS cells expressing Myc-GFP-RSP3H were stained with
antibodies against markers of various sub-nuclear structures including: splicing
factor 35 (SC35; a nuclear speckle marker), Src-associated in mitosis (SAM68
bodies), and PML (PML bodies) (Figure 4.7; Figure 4.8). Localization of MycGFP was examined as a control against the potential artifact in the patterning of
Myc-GFP-RSP3H. Vector-transfected and Alexa-Fluor® 546 nm goat anti-mouse
secondary antibody stainings alone were also performed as negative controls.
Myc-GFP-RSP3H punctae did not overlap with SC35-stained nuclear speckles or
anti-SAM68 stained bodies in RPE1 cells. However, Myc-GFP-RSP3H displayed
an apparent overlap in punctae with anti-PML-labeled PML bodies in U2OS cells
(Figure 4.9). The Pearson’s correlation coefficient of co-localization of MycGFP-RSP3H and PML was 0.40, indicating significantly positively correlated
signals. In contrast, the correlation coefficient for Myc-GFP, which was diffuse
throughout the cell, and PML was 0.089.
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Identifying potential interacting partners for RSP3H
Concomitant mass-spectrometric analysis of proteins co-immunoprecipitated with
3xFLAG-RSP3H was performed to gain insight to potential interacting partners
and towards the cellular function of RSP3H in cells with primary cilia. 3xFLAGRSP3H was immunoprecipitated from three 100% confluent 10cm diameter plates
of HEK293 cells (approximately 6x107 cells). One milligram of total protein was
used as input for each immunoprecipitation, and the subsequent fractions were
pooled, loaded onto a 12% SDS-polyacrylamide gel and stained with colloidal
Coomassie blue (Figure 4.10). Bands were compared between the 3xFLAGRSP3H- and vector-transfected lanes, and the differential bands only present in
the 3xFLAG-RSP3H sample were cut out of the gel, subjected to trypsin digest
and analyzed for fragment composition using tandem MS/MS analysis and
MASCOT database comparison/scoring. MASCOT gives a probability-based
score, and hits with scores of 150 or higher are considered high confidence (Table
4.3). Certain hits of interest with lower scores, such as importin 7 and 8, exportin
1 (CRM-1), nucleolin, and transportin (karyopherin β2) were re-analyzed and
verified as significant.
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V. Discussion
These data indicate that RSP3/RSP3H, once thought to be simply a component of
motile cilia, is also present in cells that only have a single primary cilium. Primary
cilia are structurally distinct from motile cilia in that they lack the central
microtubule pair and the radial spoke apparatuses that connect the outer doublet
ring of microtubules to the inner pair. The lack of these components renders
primary cilia immotile in the typical sense of flagellar beating, but they are still
subject to shear and bending forces due to convective fluid flow in the
extracellular space.
The presence of RSP3/RSP3H transcript in primary-ciliated cells is quite
intriguing - suggestive of a novel function in these cells in addition to regulating
motility of the cilium in motile-ciliated or flagellated cells. RSP3 appears to be
more abundant than RSP3H at the message level, which could be due to stability
or tighter regulation of RSP3H transcript in certain cellular contexts. Whether
RSP3/RSP3H mRNA levels correlate with protein expression remains to be
determined. The differential expression levels could lead to the identification of
mechanisms that regulate RSP3H expression in response to some change in cellstate.
Generally, cilia components are upregulated at the transcript and protein levels
during cilia formation, where cilia formation is coupled to centriolar duplication
and cell cycle progression. The primary cilium emerges and elongates during G1
and is maintained through S-phase as the centrioles duplicate (Sorokin, 1962; Pan
and Snell, 2007). During G2/M, the cilium begins to shorten, and components are
resorbed and typically degraded (Rieder et al., 1979). Preliminary experiments
examining the link between RSP3/RSP3H expression and cell cycle or confluency
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state have been performed, and it appears, at least in HEK293 cells, that
RSP3/RSP3H transcript levels increase as cells are induced into a quiescent state.
We observe an increase in mRNA transcript of RSP3/RSP3H upon serum
withdrawal, cellular quiescence and subsequent enrichment of ciliated cells in the
population, but correlating ciliary emergence and RSP3/RSP3H levels as well as
causality, if any, needs to be pursued further.
We have been hindered by an inability to detect endogenous protein via
immunoblotting and can only ascertain, albeit indirectly, cellular effects based on
measuring changes in mRNA transcript of RSP3/RSP3H or modulating
RSP3/RSP3H protein through overexpression studies. We previously generated
antisera against recombinant RSP3 and have tested it on several different cell
lines. While the antibody recognizes as little as 10 nanograms of purified protein,
definitive RSP3/RSP3H bands are not apparent in immunoblots. This is further
obscured by an inability to get sufficient knockdown of RSP3/RSP3H with
dsRNA oligonucleotides, at least by measuring total transcript. Moreover, dsRNA
knockdown may cause translational repression of RSP3/RSP3H message rather
than mRNA degradation and show change in RSP3/RSP3H message that underrepresents the loss of protein. Additionally, the anti-RSP3 antibody used for
immunofluorescence does not recognize a band via immunoblotting, and a nonaffinity purified version of the antibody cross-reacts with a component in the
serum that migrates at the same molecular weight as RSP3, thus obscuring any
evident endogenous protein. We are currently exploring lentiviral-based shorthairpin RNA (shRNA)-mediated silencing, allowing stable integration of the
shRNA into the genome and the ability to generate a stable RSP3/RSP3H
knockdown cell line. We are also generating antibodies against peptides derived
from the N-terminus of RSP3H and ones shared by both RSP3 and RSP3H.
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Immunofluorescence staining with an antibody against endogenous RSP3/RSP3H
indicated a nuclear punctate distribution in IMCD3 cells, and overexpressed GFPtagged RSP3H localized to nuclear punctae in a similar fashion. A speckled
pattern in the nucleus suggests possible localization to a diverse complement of
sub-nuclear compartments, which include: splicing speckles, PML bodies,
telomeric structures, Cajal bodies, and Gems, to name a few. These compartments
are highly dynamic and are implicated in a multitude of processes such as premRNA processing, splicing and mRNA export, RNA metabolism and DNA
damage repair. Based on clues provided from the nature of the punctae and our
mass-spectrometric analysis of putative interacting partners, we examined likely
candidates of nuclear domains. SC35 is a pre-mRNA splicing factor that is a
component of nuclear speckles - organizational sites of proteins involved in premRNA splicing, transcriptional regulation and mRNA export (Spector, 2001).
RSP3H punctae did not overlap with SC35 nuclear speckles. Although not much
is known about their function, SAM68 nuclear bodies are thought to be involved
in RNA metabolism (Spector, 2001). The SAM68 signal was diffuse throughout
the nucleus; thus, it was difficult to discern whether there was any compartmental
co-localization with GFP-RSP3H. However, we found Myc-GFP-RSP3H
localized to PML bodies.
Mammalian nuclei typically contain 10-30 PML foci, which range in size from
0.2-1µm and are functionally and compositionally heterogeneous (Bernardi and
Pandolfi, 2007). Although the capacity in which they affect diverse cellular
processes is not clearly established, PML bodies have been implicated in a variety
of tumor suppressive functions including: transcriptional regulation, telomere
maintenance, inhibiting cell proliferation, induction of cellular senescence and/or
apoptosis, DNA damage repair, and translational repression (Borden, 2002;
Bernardi et al., 2006; Trotman et al., 2006; Bernardi and Pandolfi, 2007; Potts and
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Yu, 2007). PML is modified post-translationally by the small ubiquitin-like
modifier 1 (SUMO-1) protein, an 11kDa protein that generally regulates
subcellular localization, protein stability, and activity of certain transcription
factors, and is required for PML body formation (Ishov et al., 1999; GeissFriedlander and Melchior, 2007). Sumoylation also controls the recruitment of
several transcriptional coactivators and repressors, such as the histone
acetyltransferase CREB binding protein (CBP) and Daax respectively, to PML
bodies (Doucas et al., 1999; Boisvert et al., 2001; Best et al., 2002). Nascent RNA
has been shown to accumulate to the periphery of PML bodies, further supporting
that these foci somehow modulate gene expression and may serve as sites of
active transcription (Boisevert et al., 2000). PML bodies have also been suggested
to be nuclear aggregation sites of overexpressed or foreign proteins or transient
storage compartments for proteins, facilitating their post-translational
modifications and localization to sites of action (Borden, 2002; Bernard and
Pandolfi, 2007; Borden, 2008). Overexpressed Myc-GFP-RSP3H could localize
to these structures as an artifact of exogenous manipulation, however staining of
endogenous RSP3/RSP3H and mass-spectrometric identification of several
nuclear proteins is highly suggestive that RSP3/RSP3H reside and possibly
function in the nucleus. ERK1/2 are known to phosphorylate PML at least in
vitro, influence PML sumoylation and mediate arsenic trioxide (As2O3)-induced
apoptosis in cells (Hayakawa and Privalsky, 2004). With the potential roles of
ERK1/2 and PKA at PML bodies, it is not inconceivable to hypothesize that
RSP3/RSP3H may scaffold and regulate ERK1/2 and/or PKA function at these
nuclear domains.
Mass-spectrometric analysis of co-precipitated bands in the 3xFLAG-RSP3H
pull-down yielded several interesting putative interacting partners and potential
modifiers. Of interest are those that have defined nuclear roles or are involved in
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modulating gene expression at any level. Figure 4.11 lists these proteins grouped
by function, which include: proteins within the RNA helicase family, RNAbinding proteins, those involved in pre-mRNA splicing, mRNA export, DNA
maintenance and repair, epigenetic regulation of transcription, structural nuclear
proteins, translational-regulatory proteins, and proteins that mediate nuclear
import and export.
One of the proteins identified, importin 7, participates in nuclear import of ERK
(James et al., 2007). Another, transportin (karyopherin β2) is a nuclear import
factor that recognizes P-Y motifs within substrates, although the requirement for
tyrosine is not strictly conserved (Suel et al., 2008). Characterizing RSP3/RSP3H
nuclear import will be enabled with the recent development of a specific inhibitor
of karyopherin β2. ADAR1, a double-stranded RNA-binding protein, is imported
into the nucleus by karyopherin β2 (Fritz et al., 2009). Also identified was
exportin 1. Also known as CRM-1, exportin 1 mediates the nuclear export of
proteins. RSP3/RSP3H contains several basic residue-rich regions consistent with
monopartite or bipartite nuclear localization signals (NLSs). Additionally, the
presence of a leucine-rich, hydrophobic repeat suggests the possibility of a
nuclear export signal (NES). The presence of such sequences in RSP3/RSP3H
needs to be analyzed through mutagenesis, in vitro binding and cell-imaging
studies.
All three bands contained RSP3H, suggesting possible, multiple post-translational
modifications. Indeed, SUMO-1 and ubiquitin peptides were identified in the
samples. Poly-ubiquitin chains typically represent a signal for proteasomal
degradation of modified substrates (covalently ubiquitylated on a lysine within the
substrate). Mono-, multi-mono-ubiquitylation, or differently conjugated polyubiquitin can regulate cellular processes (e.g. transcription, DNA repair, cell-
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cycle progression, and receptor trafficking) independently of proteolytic
degradation, through modulating protein-protein interactions, enzymatic activity
or localization of certain proteins (Haglund and Dikic, 2005). Sumoylation
typically occurs on lysines within a φ-K-X-E consensus motif, where φ denotes a
hydrophobic residue, however this motif is fairly degenerate except for the
invariant, covalently modified lysine (Rodriguez et al., 2001). RSP3/RSP3H do
not contain such a consensus sequence, but this does not necessarily eliminate the
possibility of sumoylation. Identifying whether RSP3/RSP3H are sumoylated
and/or ubiquitylated, the site(s) on which they are modified, and the consequence
of these modifications may provide clues to the functional cellular regulation and
roles of RSP3/RSP3H.
While some of the mass-spectrometrically identified proteins are typically
considered co-immunoprecipitating artifacts in a pull-down of overexpressed
protein (e.g. heat shock protein 70 (HSP70) and the DEAD-box helicases), the
confluence in function of many of the identified proteins lends credence towards a
possible role for RSP3/RSP3H in these cellular processes. Accordingly, all of the
potential interacting partners need to be individually verified through coimmunoprecipitation and in vitro binding studies.
Localization of RSP3/RSP3H to compartments other than cilia in motile-ciliated
cells requires more extensive examination. Preliminary fluorescent staining with
anti-RSP3 antibody on mouse lung histological sections has not provided
sufficient enough resolution to examine localization outside of the motile cilia of
the airway epithelia. These and continual experiments in cells containing primary
cilia will elucidate potential non-canonical functions for RSP3/RSP3H beyond the
motile cilium. Examining localization of RSP3/RSP3H by ERK1/2 has proved
difficult, as fluorescent protein-tagged constructs (e.g. N- and C-terminal GFP,
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dsRed, CFP) of the ERK1/2 phosphorylation-dead mutant, RSP3H T286A, do not
express in the cell. Phosphorylation by ERK1/2 may regulate protein stability
and/or localization of RSP3/RSP3H. As RSP3 transcript is more abundant than
RSP3H, perhaps RSP3 protein is similarly more abundantly translated or has a
longer half-life than RSP3H, which could be produced in relatively low quantities
and/or turned over rapidly. GFP-RSP3 and subsequent mutants will be studied to
overcome this possibility; once the necessary reagents are available, as will
endogenous RSP3/RSP3H.
Finally, recent evidence has linked PKA and ERK1/2 to post-transcriptional
mRNA events including pre-mRNA splicing and processing, thus leading to the
question of how these kinases are coordinated at these sites of action (Kvissel et
al., 2007; Fujita et al., 2008). RSP3/RSP3H may scaffold ERK1/2 to nuclear subdomains and serve as a node of convergence facilitating cAMP-dependent and
PKA-mediated influence upon ERK1/2 downstream signaling and vice versa.
Alternatively, RSP3/RSP3H may coordinate ERK1/2- and PKA-dependent
regulation of nuclear processes from transcription to mRNA processing and/or
export.
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Figure 4.1. RSP3/RSP3H mRNA is present in non-motile-ciliated cells.
Qualitative RT-PCR indicates the presence of RSP3/RSP3H transcript in primaryciliated cells (i.e. those not thought to contain motile cilia). Products were
generated using primers designed to the 5’ extension of exon 1 in RSP3H (not
conserved in RSP3) as well as intra-RSP3/RSP3H with the forward primer
spanning the exon 1-2 boundary to ensure product was derived from mRNA and
not genomic sequence. Harvested total RNA was also treated with DNAse prior to
cDNA generation except for the primary human islet sample. As a result, the exon
1 product (lane 1 in the human islet panel) shows laddering indicative of genomic
DNA contamination.
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Figure 4.2. RSP3 mRNA is more abundant than RSP3H in HEK293 and
IMCD3 cells. Q-PCR was performed on cells grown to 70-80% confluent prior to
total RNA harvest. Product generated from primers to RSP3/RSP3H shared
sequence is 250-300 fold more abundant than product generated from the 5’ end
of RSP3H.
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Figure 4.3.a. Endogenous RSP3/RSP3H protein is present in several
primary-ciliated cell lines. Immunoblot of various cell lysates using rabbit
antiserum against RSP3 to visualize endogenous protein. HEK293 cells
overexpressing 3xFLAG-RSP3H was used as a positive control (+). DCT =
mouse distal convoluted tubule cells; MIN6 = mouse insulinoma β cells. 343b
bleed (bl) 4 indicates the provenance of the antiserum.
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Figure 4.3.b. Endogenous RSP3/RSP3H protein is present in several
primary-ciliated cell lines (continued). Immunoblot of various cell lysates using
rabbit antiserum against RSP3 to visualize endogenous protein. Positive controls
include: HEK293 overexpressing Myc-GFP-RSP3H (++) and HEK293
overexpressing 3xFLAG-RSP3H (+). HEK293 cells were also cultured in normal
medium (n), serum starved for 48 hours to induce cell-growth arrest (G0), or
supplemented with serum (s). HBEC = human bronchial epithelial cells. Cos7 =
African green monkey kidney fibroblast cells. Wild-type (wt) and Kif3A
knockout (KO) primary mouse kidney epithelial cells were obtained from the
Igarashi laboratory. Knockout cells were either grown in serum-free medium or
stimulated with 10 ng/mL EGF for 10 minutes.
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Figure 4.4. . Immunoblot of titrated amounts of purified His6-RSP3 using
rabbit antiserum against RSP3.
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Figure 4.5.a. Endogenous RSP3/RSP3H localizes to the nucleus in GFP-SR3
IMCD3 cells. IMCD3 cells stably expressing GFP-Somatostatin Receptor 3
(SR3) were stained with anti-RSP3 antibody (red). GFP-SR3 (green) localizes to
the primary cilium, whereas RSP3/RSP3H displayed a punctate nuclear pattern
(red). Nuclei were visualized with the DNA-dye, DAPI (blue). 2o only = cells
stained with Alexa-Fluor® 546 nm goat anti-rabbit alone as a negative control.
Images were taken at 63x under oil immersion on a Zeiss LSM510 confocal
microscope. Scale bar = 10 µm.
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Figure 4.5.b. Endogenous RSP3/RSP3H localizes to the nucleus in GFP-SR3
IMCD3 cells (continued). Enlarged merged image of red, green and blue
channels displaying anti-RSP3 staining, GFP-SR3, and DAPI respectively.
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Figure 4.6.a. Myc-GFP-RSP3H localizes to the nucleus in HEK293 cells.
HEK293 cells expressing Myc-GFP-RSP3H were grown on collagen-coated
coverslips prior to fixation and staining A. Untreated cells. B. Cells were treated
with 30 µM nocodazole for 2.5 hours to disrupt cytosolic microtubule structures,
leaving stabilized microtubules intact (e.g. primary cilia). Cells were then fixed in
2% paraformaldehyde, permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 and stained with
anti-acetylated tubulin (red), which is enriched in the primary cilium. Scale bar =
10 µm.
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Figure 4.6.b. Myc-GFP-RSP3H localizes to the nucleus in HEK293 cells
(continued). Nocodazole-treated cells. Scale bar = 10 µm.
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Figure 4.7.a. Myc-GFP-RSP3H has a nuclear punctate distribution in RPE1
cells. RPE1 cells expressing Myc-GFP-RSP3H were grown to 70-80% confluency
and then fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, followed by permeabilization with
0.5% Triton X-100. Cells were stained with mouse anti-SC35, a pre-mRNA
splicing factor enriched in nuclear speckles, Alexa-Fluor® 546 nm goat antimouse (red), and DAPI (blue). Scale bar = 10 µm.
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Figure 4.7.b. Myc-GFP-RSP3H has a nuclear punctate distribution in RPE1
cells (continued). Image of another cell expressing Myc-GFP-RSP3H stained
with α-SC35 and DAPI.
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Figure 4.7.c. Myc-GFP is diffuse throughout RPE1 cells. RPE1 transfected
with Myc-GFP were fixed, permeabilized and stained as previously described.
Scale bar = 10 µm.
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Figure 4.7.d. Myc-GFP is diffuse throughout RPE1 cells (continued). Image
of another cell expressing Myc-GFP.
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Figure 4.7.e. Empty vector transfected RPE1 cells. RPE1 cells were transfected
with empty vector as a negative control. No background green fluorescence was
observed. Scale bar = 10 µm.
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Figure 4.7.f. Secondary only treated RPE1 cells. RPE1 cells were stained with
Alexa-Fluor® 546 nm-conjugated goat anti-mouse secondary alone as a negative
control. No background red fluorescence was observed. Secondary alone-treated
U2OS cells had little to no background as well (data not shown). Scale bar = 10
µm.
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Figure 4.8. RPE1 cells expressing Myc-GFP-RSP3H stained with antiSAM68. RPE1 cells expressing Myc-GFP-RSP3H were stained with an antibody
against SAM68. SAM68 staining was diffuse throughout the nucleus, making
visualization of distinct sub-domains difficult. Scale bar = 10 µm.
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Figure 4.9.a. Myc-GFP-RSP3H co-localizes with PML in U2OS cells. U2OS
cells were grown to 70-80% confluency, prior to fixation in 4%
paraformaldehyde, permeabilization in 0.5% Triton X-100, and staining with antiPML (red). Myc-GFP-RSP3H displayed significant co-localization with anti-PML
staining, although not all Myc-GFP-RSP3H punctae overlapped with PML. Scale
bar = 10 µm.
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Figure 4.9.b. Myc-GFP-RSP3H co-localizes with PML in U2OS cells
(continued). Enlarged merged image of red, green and blue channels displaying
α-PML staining, Myc-GFP-RSP3H, and DAPI respectively. Arrows indicate
representative areas of co-localization of GFP-RSP3H and PML.
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Figure 4.9.c. Myc-GFP-RSP3H co-localizes with PML in U2OS cells
(continued). Image of another cell expressing Myc-GFP-RSP3H stained with αPML and DAPI. Scale bar = 10 µm.
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Figure 4.9.d. Myc-GFP-RSP3H co-localizes with PML in U2OS cells
(continued). Enlarged merged image of red, green and blue channels displaying
α-PML staining, Myc-GFP-RSP3H, and DAPI respectively. Arrows indicate
representative areas of co-localization of GFP-RSP3H and PML.
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Figure 4.9.e. Myc-GFP is diffuse throughout U2OS cells. U2OS transfected
with Myc-GFP were fixed, permeabilized and stained as previously described.
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Figure 4.9.f. Myc-GFP is diffuse throughout U2OS cells (continued). Another
image of U2OS transfected with Myc-GFP.
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Figure 4.10. Mass-spectrometric analysis of potential RSP3H-interacting
proteins. Tryptic peptide tandem MS/MS was used to identify coimmunoprecipitated proteins in a 3xFLAG-RSP3H pull-down. Asterisks indicate
bands cut out for trypsin digest and analysis. Samples 1-3 in Table 4.3 correspond
to bands numbered 1-3 on the colloidal Coomassie blue-stained gel. 3mg of
HEK293 total cell lysate from 3xFLAG-RSP3H- or empty vector-transfected cells
was used as input for α-FLAG immunoprecipitation.
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Figure 4.11. Interesting MS/MS hits grouped by known cellular function.
Relevant hits based on nuclear localization of RSP3/RSP3H.
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Table 4.1. EST analysis of human RSP3 (RSHL2) tissue distribution.
Reprinted from NCBI UniGene Hs.154628:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/UniGene/ESTProfileViewer.cgi?uglist=Hs.154628
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Table 4.1. EST analysis of human RSP3 (RSHL2) tissue distribution
(continued). Expressed-sequence tag sequencing of cDNA from various tissues
identifying transcribed, spliced nucleotide sequence (mRNA) representing
expressed RSP3 (also known as RSHL2) gene product.
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EXON NUMBER

SEQUENCE (BP)

1

1-542

2

543-640

3

631-772

4

773-918

5

919-1122

6

1123-1285

7

1286-1372

8

1373-1680

Table 4.2. Exon structure of the coding sequence of RSP3/RSP3H.
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&#-/"0&7

8/9A:+=1A4

:=

><?1%),#

31~20

KL/]K/$/0

8/9;;<:=;

:;

1?A%),#

32~21

D^BR4_&"0$./0_DBC=%&-"(/2/(%-.'$"#&"%=%56'3'
&#-/"0&7

8/9;4=>4A<<

:;

>:?+%),#

33~22

K00#3"H%-.'$"/0%-.'HK($%56'3'%&#-/"0&7

8/9=;444

:4

4A?;%),#

35~23

$KLKG/0%#G-!#%>%56'3'%&#-/"0&7

8/94A=1<=+<

A<

A<?<%),#

36~24

`Z@@+*4<%-.'$"/0%56'3'%&#-/"0&7

8/9A+*11==1

A>

><?:%),#

Sample Name

!
!""##

$
$%%&&##''""(())*
*++,
,''

-..))*
*//,
,00''%%

1
122&&%%''

3
34
4))55667
7++88

Arif2

1~1

K00#3"H%-.'$"/0%-.'HK($%56'3'%&#-/"0&7

8/94>::=<4A

4;A;

>=?>%),#

5~2

!"#$%&!'()%*+),#%-.'$"/0%:%56'3'%&#-/"0&7

8/94>:+*;=*

:1*

*;?=%),#

7~3

#0$/I('G'."($#G%(#.(/0'3#%!"#NF%(!#/0%56'3'%&#-/"0&7

8/9A;::41

:;:

:+?>%),#

8~4

!"$".'8"0"'K&%0K(G"#.%./L'0K(G"'-.'$"/0%BU%/&'2'.3
JS@V(%56'3'%&#-/"0&7

8/944<:1<=;*

A=>

**?>%),#

9~5

!"#$%&!'()%*+),#%-.'$"/0%1%/&'2'.3%4%56'3'%&#-/"0&7

8/9:*;<1**

=>+

*+?<%),#

10~6

-'GF#H"0FG#$"%L/0H/08%-.'$"/0%ZZ%56'3'%&#-/"0&7

8/9><=<=*

=A>

:1?:%),#

11~7

!"-#$'("GGKG#.%(#.(/0'3#%#&&'(/#$"H%-.'$"/0%56'3'
&#-/"0&7

8/9A+<<<><

=+A

>A?<%),#

12~8

,[@,%L'M%-'GF-"-$/H"%4*%/&'2'.3%4%56'3'%&#-/"0&7

14~9

J!#/0%@U%6"#$ID!'()%*+)H%E.'$"/0%A;)H%@$-#&"
PIC".3/0#G%,'3#/0

15~10

1 of 17

8/9>*;<1+=

;+:

A4?1%),#

!"#$%&'#()*$+,-.-/!01&*$+,#2$-3$%&'#(
+!*$+,#4!"-/!)-%5*-&/676"8.)#9).,896"3.8#"-%)5,#.!8"
:;#<#)/-

48=>?@ABC

DEF

>@GE)HI-

17~11

+!-+)7#2J)K)8/#9#,<):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=@B>FBBF

DCE

C1G@)HI-

18~12

M(NM'A)5,#.!8"):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=AD1>>>1C

D??

?EG?)HI-

19~13

6""-<!+)5,#.!8")5,#+63.):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=@DCB@DEF

DBB

??GF)HI-

20~14

AO@)*!-P$)3*-8")-".84!"

48=DCC@D?

DA?

B>GF)HI-

22~15

QRSM):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=@FBBA@C

DA@

C1GD)HI-

'*-8")TJ)',$/.-%)R.,63.6,!)U9)O-7)O,-4<!".)'#<5%!2!+
23~16
V8.*)W877!,!%%8")(A

48=@ADB>C>@

D1C

@1GC)HI-

24~17

EFHI-)*!-.)/*#3H)5,#.!8"

48=1F?>ED

D1?

>1G@)HI-

25~18

<$,8/.#$%-.!+)-%-"8"!&,83*)'&H8"-/!)/67/.,-.!

48=D>C1>C

D11

1DGE)HI-

28~19

5$,,#%8"!)B&3-,7#2$%-.!)/$".*!.-/!):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=D1FA1DA

D@B

>CG@)HI-

29~20

*$5#.*!.83-%)5,#.!8"):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=1D>CAF?E

D@D

CFG@)HI-

30~21

5*#/5*#9,63.#H8"-/!J)5%-.!%!.):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=DD1@D?FD

DD>

>BGB)HI-

31~22

*$5#.*!.83-%)5,#.!8"):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=1D>C1@A@

DDA

>@G?)HI-

33~23

%!638"!)X855!,&YO&*-"+)3#".-8"8"4).,-"/<!<7,-"!
5,#.!8")DJ)8/#9#,<)'S(Z-):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=DDE?F@E??

DFA

?1GB)HI-

34~24

[\;RMCB

48=@E@FBE

DF@

C1GC)HI-

35~25

]^M)5,#.!8"):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=11>CBAA?

EA

>BG?)HI-

36~26

\SMM):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=ED1DCA

E1

BCG?)HI-

37~27

-%5*-&.676%8"):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=1CAE@

>C

BFGD)HI-

38~28

_S(WY):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=EE?1>DF

>@

>?GD)HI-

39~29

8<<6"#4%#76%8")H-55-)%84*.)3*-8")`]),!48#"):;#<#
/-58!"/L

48=D>?FD?

C>

D@G?)HI-

8<<6"#4%#76%8")H-55-)%84*.)3*-8")P-,8-7%!),!48#"):;#<#
40~30
/-58!"/L

48=A1@1E@F

C>

DFG>)HI-

41~31

"!6.,-%)-<8"#)-38+).,-"/5#,.!,)N

48=DAC>@>D

CA

B?G?)HI-

42~32

>FQ&;)5,#.!8"

48=D>@>BB

CD

BEG1)HI-

43~33

_(I;)+!*$+,#4!"-/!)a678b68"#"!c)O!&R)5,#.!8")DJ
CBHI-)a_(I;&3#!"X$<!)d),!+63.-/!cJ)8/#9#,<)'S(Z:;

48=DDEBEFC>B

?>

>FGE)HI-

44~34

<!.-+*!,8"):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=1FB@F1DF

?>

?1G>)HI-

46~35

6""-<!+)5,#.!8")5,#+63.):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=1D@>1

?A

?EGA)HI-

47~36

S87#"63%!#5,#.!8")M\N&78"+8"4)D)aM,#.!8"),-P!,&Dc

48=CACBE?E1

?1

?1G>)HI-

48~37

OT]FFDB>)5,#.!8"):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=D>?C?B@@

?D

1AGE)HI-

49~38

"#P!%)5,#.!8"):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=BBC>EB>

B>

>DG@)HI-

50~39

-3$%&'#()/$".*!.-/!&%8H!)5,#.!8"):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=@E?FF?E

BC

CAG1)HI-

51~40

6""-<!+)5,#.!8")5,#+63.):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=DFA11ACE

BC

CCG@)HI-

52~41

`!/83%!&96/8"4)(\M-/!)a`!/836%-,&96/8#")5,#.!8")_ROc
a_&!.*$%<-%!8<8+!)/!"/8.8P!)96/8#")5,#.!8"c)a_

48=DDE1?A?@A

BB

>@GB)HI-

53~42

\TR)5,#.!8"

48=AA>@EB

BA

@CG@)HI-

54~43

5*#/5*#8"#/8.8+!&1&H8"-/!J),!46%-.#,$)/676"8.J
5#%$5!5.8+!)D)8/#9#,<)D):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=1@ABB@A>

B@

>1GB)HI-

55~44

*"S_M)^)5,#.!8"):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=1@1B>

B@

>>GE)HI-

56~45

8"/6%8"),!3!5.#,)/67/.,-.!)A):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=ABFAC11

BF

D11GC)HI-

57~46

6""-<!+)5,#.!8")5,#+63.):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=1@DDD

AE

DAG@)HI-

58~47

678b68.8"

48=@@EB1@

A>

>GA)HI-

59~48

3-%"!28"

48=DCE>1@

A>

?CGB)HICDGC)HI-

5,#.!8")8"*878.#,)#9)-3.8P-.!+)R\(\)5,#.!8")Me(RD):;#<#
60~49
/-58!"/L
Sample Name

8/9=1;+4*4+
=++
1+?;%),#
file:///Users/arifjivan/Library/Caches/TemporaryItems/293%20...

48=1?A1DFC

AC

61~50

*'WD?BA@B?):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=DDE?@@?1@

AB

@AGE)HI-

.
.//00

1
122330044//55667
7889
944

$
$**667
7::9
9;;4422

<
<==332244

+
+>
>66??@@#
#88AA

1/28/09 1:20 PM

!
!""#
##
#$
$%
%""""!
!&
&&
&'
'(
(

TAIEAFNETIK
)
)**$
$#
#$
$%
%#
#%
%+
+"",
,'
'-

_-f0Qf)&(\M-/!)-%5*-)D)/676"8.)8/#9#,<)-)5,#5,#.!8"
TableArif34.3. MS/MS
hits from
3xFLAG-RSP3H
pull-down
(continued). Sample
5~1
:;#<#)/-58!"/L
48=@D1?DD>D
B1>
DD@G>)HI-

2.

6~2

-".8&3#%#,!3.-%)3-,38"#<-)*!-P$)3*-8"):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=A@BBD>

B@>

BFG?)HI-

7~3

EFHI-)*!-.)/*#3H)5,#.!8"

48=1F?>ED

AB1

>1G@)HI-

8~4

;RMEF((D)5,#.!8"):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=>11D>AAA

A11

?>G1)HI-

9~5

'*-8")TJ)',$/.-%)R.,63.6,!)U9)O-7)O,-4<!".)'#<5%!2!+
V8.*)W877!,!%%8")(A

48=@ADB>C>@

1DB

@1GC)HI-

10~6

_-fJ)Qf)&(\M-/!)3-.-%$.83)/676"8.

48=AECC?1

1FC

DDDG?)HI-

11~7

,-+8-%)/5#H!*!-+&%8H!)@J)8/#9#,<)'S(Z-):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=DDEB?>F@?

@E?

B@GC)HI-

13~8

'(R

48=EBD11>

@?C

DDFG@)HI-

14~9

3#8%!+&3#8%)+#<-8")3#".-8"8"4)>):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=DAFA@EC@

@BF

BEGA)HI-

126
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50~39

-3$%&'#()/$".*!.-/!&%8H!)5,#.!8"):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=@E?FF?E

BC

CAG1)HI-

51~40

6""-<!+)5,#.!8")5,#+63.):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=DFA11ACE

BC

CCG@)HI-

52~41

`!/83%!&96/8"4)(\M-/!)a`!/836%-,&96/8#")5,#.!8")_ROc
a_&!.*$%<-%!8<8+!)/!"/8.8P!)96/8#")5,#.!8"c)a_

48=DDE1?A?@A

BB

>@GB)HI-

53~42

\TR)5,#.!8"

48=AA>@EB

BA

@CG@)HI-

54~43

5*#/5*#8"#/8.8+!&1&H8"-/!J),!46%-.#,$)/676"8.J
5#%$5!5.8+!)D)8/#9#,<)D):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=1@ABB@A>

B@

>1GB)HI-

55~44

*"S_M)^)5,#.!8"):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=1@1B>

B@

>>GE)HI-

56~45

8"/6%8"),!3!5.#,)/67/.,-.!)A):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=ABFAC11

BF

D11GC)HI-

57~46

6""-<!+)5,#.!8")5,#+63.):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=1@DDD

AE

DAG@)HI-

58~47

678b68.8"

48=@@EB1@

A>

>GA)HI-

59~48

3-%"!28"

48=DCE>1@

A>

?CGB)HI-

60~49

5,#.!8")8"*878.#,)#9)-3.8P-.!+)R\(\)5,#.!8")Me(RD):;#<#
/-58!"/L

48=1?A1DFC

AC

CDGC)HI-

61~50

*'WD?BA@B?):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=DDE?@@?1@

AB

@AGE)HI-

Sample Name

.
.//00

1
122330044//55667
7889
944

$
$**667
7::9
9;;4422

<
<==332244

+
+>
>66??@@#
#88AA

Arif3

5~1

_-f0Qf)&(\M-/!)-%5*-)D)/676"8.)8/#9#,<)-)5,#5,#.!8"
:;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=@D1?DD>D

B1>

DD@G>)HI-

6~2

-".8&3#%#,!3.-%)3-,38"#<-)*!-P$)3*-8"):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=A@BBD>

B@>

BFG?)HI-

7~3

EFHI-)*!-.)/*#3H)5,#.!8"

48=1F?>ED

AB1

>1G@)HI-

8~4

;RMEF((D)5,#.!8"):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=>11D>AAA

A11

?>G1)HI-

9~5

'*-8")TJ)',$/.-%)R.,63.6,!)U9)O-7)O,-4<!".)'#<5%!2!+
V8.*)W877!,!%%8")(A

48=@ADB>C>@

1DB

@1GC)HI-

10~6

_-fJ)Qf)&(\M-/!)3-.-%$.83)/676"8.

48=AECC?1

1FC

DDDG?)HI-

11~7

,-+8-%)/5#H!*!-+&%8H!)@J)8/#9#,<)'S(Z-):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=DDEB?>F@?

@E?

B@GC)HI-

13~8

'(R

48=EBD11>

@?C

DDFG@)HI-

14~9

3#8%!+&3#8%)+#<-8")3#".-8"8"4)>):;#<#)/-58!"/L

48=DAFA@EC@

@BF

BEGA)HI-

!
!""#
##
#$
$%
%""""!
!&
&&
&'
'(
(

TAIEAFNETIK
)
)**$
$#
#$
$%
%#
#%
%+
+"",
,'
'-

Table 4.3. MS/MS hits from 3xFLAG-RSP3H pull-down (continued). Sample
3.

127
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file:///Users/arifjivan/Library/Caches/TemporaryItems/293%20...

15~10

!"#$%&'(&!)*+,#-&.,)/0,/)1&23&4"1&5#6&5)#781%,&23&4"1
9:%:0-:%#-&;%,$6:<*&9#=>>

7$?@AB>CB>B

DD@

D>EF&=G#

16~11

!"#$%&;(&.,)/0,/)1&23&H8I:),$%&J1,#&J:/%<&4:&4"1&H66
G:8#$%&23&H8I:),$%&;-I"#

7$?C@AKLLL

D@L

MKED&=G#

18~12

NO;PQ&RS:8:&+#I$1%+T

7$?MML>B@A

@KM

BLE@&=G#

20~13

0#-%1U$%

7$?@KMB>D

@LM

LKEC&=G#

21~14

9*:+$%VH0&W9*:+$%&H&61,#X&W99HV61,#X&W99H6X
&

7$?@>F>@LKF
&

@L@
&

@@BEA&=G#
&

23~15

$%+/-$%&)101I,:)&+/6+,)#,1&F&RS:8:&+#I$1%+T

7$?FCAFK>>

@C>

@>>EK&=G#

24~16

I:-*W;GYV)$6:+1X&+*%,"1,#+1

7$?>>KFDF

@>L

@@>E@&=G#

25~17

%/0-1#)&0:)1I)1++:)&Z;YV@&RS:8:&+#I$1%+T

7$?@LMMADK

@>C

BBEC&=G#

26~18

$88/%:7-:6/-$%&=#II#&-$7",&0"#$%&[\&)17$:%&RS:8:
+#I$1%+T

@DEL&=G#

27~19 ,/8:)&)1]10,$:%&#%,$71%&W7IMLX&@&^#)$#%,&RS:8:&+#I$1%+T

7$?@BLA@L

@>C

7$?LDABBLFB

@>A

LCEM&=G#

YMDVQFDFK
DGTIDFTPGSELLITK

28~20

$8I:),$%K&RS:8:&+#I$1%+T

7$?@@CFFL>M

@AB

@@LE>&=G#

29~21

,)#%+31))$%&)101I,:)&RS:8:&+#I$1%+T

7$?FCAKFCK

@AK

BFEB&=G#

30~22

1UI:),$%&@&RS:8:&+#I$1%+T
&
&

7$?FCAKMF>
&
&

@AL
&
&

@D>E>&=G#
&
&

NVDILKDPETVK
IYLDMLNVYK
EFAGEDTSDLFLEER

31~23

%/0-1:-$%

7$?@BM>AL

@AF

KLE>&=G#

GFGFVDFNSEEDAK

Q_$%7&+#)0:8#&6)1#=I:$%,&)17$:%&@&$+:3:)8&Q`.&RS:8:
32~24
+#I$1%+T

7$?FBBCDDC

MD

LBEF&=G#

33~25

a1):<1)8#&Y$781%,:+/8&P):/I&Q&!:8I-181%,$%7
I):,1$%&RS:8:&+#I$1%+T

7$?DL>D@D>

M@

@DLEB&=G#

34~26

1/=#)*:,$0&,)#%+-#,$:%&1-:%7#,$:%&3#0,:)&D&RS:8:
+#I$1%+T

7$?FCA>FB>

BB

MCE>&=G#

36~27

7#+,)$0&SWbXVZWbXV;4Y#+1&#-I"#V+/6/%$,&Ra1%:I/+
-#1^$+T

7$?@FKBMMDKA

BL

@@CEA&=G#

37~28

#-6/8$%(&$+:3:)8&!O;c,&RS:8:&+#I$1%+T

7$?@@MLDLAB>

BC

CBEL&=G#

38~29

"/8#%&DL.&I):,1#+:81&+/6/%$,&IMK&RS:8:&+#I$1%+T

7$?@ALABBB

BC

@AAE@&=G#

39~30

QH5>.B&I):,1$%&RS:8:&+#I$1%+T

7$?@DLC>CD>

BF

>KEK&=G#

40~31

8:,:)&I):,1$%&RS:8:&+#I$1%+T

7$?C@LKLL

BF

@BED&=G#

41~32

,/6/-$%&#-I"#&L&RS:8:&+#I$1%+T

7$?@F>BM>AM

KM

FMEM&=G#

42~33

S4A@M&RS:8:&+#I$1%+T

7$?MML>BC@

KM

DMEL&=G#

43~34

;V=$%#+1&#%0":)&I):,1$%&BV-$=1&W;Z;YBV-$=1&I):,1$%X
WN1$7"6:)&:3&;V=$%#+1V#%0":)$%7&I):,1$%&MCX&WN1

7$?D@F>@LAF

KB

K@EL&=G#

44~35

"*I:,"1,$0#-&I):,1$%&RS:8:&+#I$1%+T

7$?CDCFCCMM

KK

MBEA&=G#

7$?MBMCL>MM

KK

@DE>&=G#

7$?>D>CB

K@

BBEM&=G#

$88/%:7-:6/-$%&=#II#&-$7",&0"#$%&^#)$#6-1&)17$:%&RS:8:
45~36
+#I$1%+T
46~37

"%ONY&d&I):,1$%&RS:8:&+#I$1%+T

47~38

!V@V,1,)#"*<):3:-#,1&+*%,"#+1(&0*,:I-#+8$0&W!@V4S5
+*%,"#+1X&RH%0-/<1+e&91,"*-1%1,1,)#"*<):3:-#,1&<

7$?@@CDAL

LK

@A@EC&=G#

48~39

61,#V0:I&":8:-:7&RS:8:&+#I$1%+T

7$?CDCKAAK

L>

@AKE@&=G#

49~40

"*I:,"1,$0#-&I):,1$%&RS:8:&+#I$1%+T

7$?>@BK>K>A

CB

LCE@&=G#

50~41

/%%#81<&I):,1$%&I):</0,&RS:8:&+#I$1%+T

7$?@AF>FCKB

CB

C>EM&=G#

51~42

/%%#81<&I):,1$%&I):</0,&RS:8:&+#I$1%+T

7$?@AF>FLBB

CB

KLEB&=G#

52~43

=$%1+$%&3#8$-*&81861)&CJ&RS:8:&+#I$1%+T

7$?FKCBLFB

CK

@AMEL&=G#

54~44

/%%#81<&I):,1$%&I):</0,&RS:8:&+#I$1%+T

7$?>D@@@

CL

@FED&=G#

55~45

P/&I):,1$%
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CHAPTER 5. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
RSP3H is a novel ERK1/2-interacting A-kinase anchoring protein. Through yeast
two-hybrid analysis, ERK directly binds to RSP3H. RSP3/RSP3H are also
substrates for ERK1/2, and phosphorylation by these protein kinases affects the
ability of RSP3H to interact with PKA. Additionally, RSP3/RSP3H are expressed
in cells that are not thought to contain motile cilia, implying a possible atypical
role for these proteins in cells that only have a single primary cilium.
Alternatively, this could be evidence of other cellular actions of RSP3/RSP3H,
beyond the motile cilium, conserved in both primary- and motile-ciliated cells.
Further biochemical and cell-biological studies will be employed to examine the
functions of RSP3/RSP3H in a variety of cell types. I have outlined some of these
specific experiments in the Discussion sections of the previous two chapters. In
this chapter, I will briefly reiterate several of the most critical directions and
speculate on the potential cellular role(s) and regulation of RSP3/RSP3H.
Furthermore, I will provide a long-term prospectus on what we hope to achieve in
elucidating how RSP3/RSP3H is potentially governed by ERK1/2 and PKA as
well as how RSP3/RSP3H may coordinate ERK1/2 and PKA activity in certain
cellular processes.
Three overarching questions define the direction of our studies. Firstly, how do
RSP3/RSP3H coordinate ERK and PKA activity? Do RSP3/RSP3H scaffold
signaling through these protein kinases at specific subcellular locales and in
certain cellular processes? Secondly, what are the functions, if any, of
RSP3/RSP3H in cells with primary cilia? Are these activities conserved in motileciliated cells as well? Finally, what are the nuclear roles of RSP3/RSP3H? More
specifically, what function(s) do RSP3/RSP3H have in PML bodies?
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Much of the biochemical characterization of RSP3/RSP3H will be performed
using in vitro binding studies and exogenous overexpression in cultured cells.
Further analysis will be performed to identify the ERK1/2-binding domains
within RSP3/RSP3H. Individually mutating the putative FXF motifs within
RSP3H did not disrupt the association with ERK. RSP3H containing mutations to
all three motifs will be tested for the ability to interact with ERK. RSP3H
containing a deletion of a putative N-terminal D motif will also be tested to see
whether it co-immunoprecipitates with endogenous ERK. Furthermore, coimmunoprecipitation experiments and pair-wise yeast two-hybrid interaction
studies utilizing various mutants of ERK2, including mutations within the MAP
kinase insert (Y261N) and the CD motif (D316A, D319A, E320A), will be
performed to test for interaction with RSP3H.
Other potential ERK1/2 phosphorylation sites are currently being examined. The
RSP3H T243V, T286A double mutant will be used as a substrate in
immunoprecipitation kinase reactions and 32P-cell labeling experiments. Cell
labeling will also be utilized to determine other stimuli (e.g. PDGF and
prostaglandin E2) and protein kinases (e.g. PKA) that could result in RSP3H
phosphorylation. Phosphoamino acid analysis and site-directed mutagenesis will
be performed to determine the PKA phosphorylation sites in RSP3/RSP3H.
RSP3/RSP3H also contains putative nuclear localization and nuclear export signal
sequences. Mapping the NLS and NES as well as determining the import factor(s)
with which RSP/RSP3H bind will provide more clues to the intracellular
localization of RSP3/RSP3H. Karyopherin β2, importin 7 and 8 are all potential
interacting partners identified from the mass-spectrometric analysis of the RSP3H
pull-down. Confirming the interaction of RSP3H with other co-precipitating
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proteins through individual co-immunoprecipitation studies will also provide
suggestions towards cellular function.
Both SUMO-1 and ubiquitin were identified as potential covalent modifiers for
RSP3H. Overexpression and mutagenesis studies will be employed to identify
whether RSP3H is sumoylated or ubiquitylated and the site(s) on which it is
modified. Sumoylation may affect the nuclear translocation of RSP3/RSP3H or
perhaps its incorporation and function at PML bodies, where many components
are sumoylated. Ubiquitylation most likely mediates proteasomal degradation of
RSP3/RSP3H. Mass-spectrometry will also be employed to identify other posttranslational modifications of RSP3H purified from Sf9 insect cells.
ERK1/2 and PKA could regulate the ability of RSP3/RSP3H to scaffold other
proteins or modulate the activity of other scaffolded proteins. The finding that
ERK1/2 activity affects the ability of RSP3H to interact with the regulatory
subunits of PKA raises the question of whether this regulation by phosphorylation
is applicable to any other known AKAPs such as MAP2. MAP2 is a substrate for
PKA and ERK (Theurkauf and Vallee, 1983; Ray and Sturgill, 1987; Silliman and
Sturgill, 1989; Boulton et al., 1990). The ability of MAP2 to interact with PKA
upon changes in ERK1/2 activity has not been explored. As discussed in Chapter
3, ERK1/2 activity could also affect the localization of PKA to certain sites of
action. Additionally, several AKAPs are known to coordinate a phosphodiesterase
to rapidly decrease localized cAMP (Dodge-Kafka et al., 2005; Houslay and
Baillie, 2005). ERK1/2 and/or PKA activity could contribute to cAMP
concentration through phosphorylating associated PDEs (Hoffmann et al., 1999).
Phosphorylation of RSP3/RSP3H by ERK1/2 and PKA could also affect
localization or precede/facilitate other post-translational modifications on
RSP3/RSP3H. One can envision the various mutants of RSP3/RSP3H that can be
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generated from these biochemical analyses; these will be examined in their
capacity to disrupt endogenous RSP3/RSP3H function.
Ultimately, as one of our goals is to examine the cellular functions of
RSP3/RSP3H, we must first be able to observe and manipulate endogenous
RSP3/RSP3H protein and message. Such cell biological approaches are
predicated upon generating a highly specific and sensitive antibody against
endogenous protein. Lentiviral shRNA RNA interference directed against
RSP3/RSP3H will also be employed for more stable knockdowns of message and
protein. With the development of these specific tools, we can examine whether
RSP3/RSP3H may affect a variety of cellular processes including primary cilia
formation, cell cycle progression, and gene expression (e.g. transcription, premRNA processing/splicing, mRNA export, and translation). As mentioned in
Chapter 4, preliminary experiments suggest that RSP3/RSP3H mRNA expression
correlates with the induction of G0 arrest and primary cilia emergence. More
experiments will be pursued to determine the relationship between RSP3/RSP3H
expression and primary cilia formation. RSP3H wild-type, a mutant lacking the
major ERK1/2 phosphorylation site (T286A) and a phosphomimetic mutant
(T286D) were overexpressed in HEK293 cells, which were then examined for any
changes in cell cycle distribution of the asynchronous population. These cells
were stained with the DNA dye, propidium iodide, to measure DNA content and
subsequently sorted using fluorescence activated cell-sorting (FACS) analysis to
examine percentages of cells in the different cell cycle stages. Overexpression of
wild-type and mutant RSP3H had no apparent effects on this distribution. Once
we are able measure and manipulate endogenous protein, RSP3/RSP3H protein
and message levels will be examined during cell cycle progression in
synchronized cell populations. Furthermore, perturbations to cell cycle
distribution and primary cilia emergence will be measured in the context of
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RSP3/RSP3H knockdown. IMCD3 cells stably expressing GFP-SR3 will be
monitored for primary cilia regulation – length, emergence relative to the cell
cycle, copy number, and other aberrations to primary cilia formation – after
knockdown of RSP3/RSP3H or overexpressing wild-type and mutant RSP3 (the
short form). While studies up to this point have utilized GFP-RSP3H (long form),
we will use fluorescently-tagged (e.g. dsRed and GFP) RSP3 (short form) in
subsequent experiments because of the relative abundance in mRNA levels and to
overcome perceived challenges with protein stability. In a given cell population,
GFP-RSP3H expresses at either low levels, giving a punctate nuclear distribution
or at significantly high enough levels to display an aggresomal-like pattern
indicating that high expression is not tolerated by the cell. N- and C-terminal
dsRed- as well as N-terminal-cyan fluorescent protein (CFP)-RSP3H do not
express at all. The dynamic localization of dsRed-RSP3 during cell cycle
progression will be monitored in live-cell imaging experiments.
To further examine whether RSP3/RSP3H mRNA and protein levels are related to
primary cilia formation, we will utilize primary kidney epithelial cells from wildtype and kidney-specific KIF3A knockout mice, where cells fail to form or have
shortened cilia. If differences in RSP3/RSP3H expression are evident between
wild-type and KIF3A knockout cells, we can correlate the presence of primary
cilia and the necessity of the cell to express RSP3/RSP3H.
More experiments examining endogenous protein expression will lend clues to
functionally separating RSP3 and RSP3H. As seen with mRNA expression, RSP3
message is 250-300-fold more abundant than RSP3H, indicating that perhaps
RSP3H expression is tightly controlled and may be upregulated under some cellcontext or state. It would be also be worthwhile to compare protein stability of
RSP3 and RSP3H through 35S-labeling pulse-chase experiments. Targeted
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knockdown of the long form, RSP3H, could also distinguish functionality from
RSP3.
One hypothesis based on the mass-spectrometric identification of putative
interacting partners and nuclear localization is that RSP3/RSP3H may play a role
in gene expression – through transcriptional or translation control or through premRNA processing and/or export. Preliminary bulk mRNA distribution did not
appear affected when overexpressing wild-type RSP3H. Nuclear versus cytosolic
distribution of total, cellular mature mRNA was measured fluorescently using
Cy3-fluorophore-conjugated streptavidin and biotinylated oligo-dT hybridization
to poly-A-tail processed mRNA (Chakraborty et al., 2006). Gene expression, as
measured by firefly luciferase activity also did not seem to be affected when
overexpressing wild-type or T286A mutant RSP3H. If RSP3/RSP3H participates
in regulating gene expression at any step, the protein(s) most likely control a
subset of ERK1/2- and/or PKA-dependent genes. Quantitative PCR of ERK1/2and PKA-modulated transcripts (such as c-Fos or E1A) will be performed when
modulating RSP3/RSP3H level (either overexpressing or knockdown) to measure
a transcriptional regulatory role for RSP3/RSP3H. If RSP3/RSP3H participates in
mRNA export from the nucleus, mRNA can be isolated from nuclear and
cytosolic extracts and Q-PCR can measure levels of transcripts in each
compartment. Ideally, changes in global transcript levels as well as nuclearversus cytosolic-distributed transcripts levels upon RSP3/RSP3H knockdown can
be measured using microarray.
Based on the localization to PML bodies, RSP3/RSP3H could have an effect in
mediating ERK1/2 and PKA signaling at these nuclear sub-domains. Any number
of cellular events connected to PML bodies can be assayed in the context of
modulating RSP3/RSP3H protein level. These include: cell viability studies, PML
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body formation and number, as well as the transcription and mRNA processing
experiments as described.
The directions presented here and in previous chapters will contribute to a greater
understanding of how scaffolding proteins serve as signaling loci and their role in
the interconnectivity between the ERK1/2 and PKA signaling pathways.
Additionally, the suggested experiments will provide a framework to pursue
studying RSP3/RSP3H in this context for years to come.
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